




High production cutting of identical gear shapes requires both speed and accuracy.
But some fast. accurate machines incur maintenance and operator costs that eat up profits.
With Kapp CBNform grinding, you don't give up productivity to maintain profitability.
• Kapp CBNmachines are faster than other grinding processes, with no heat checking or
burning. Kapp CBNaccuracy has proven itself on spur & helical involute forms, radial forms,
ncar-net forgings, internal & external profiles, vane pump slots and constant velocity joints,
• Kapp CBNmachines are operator friendly, for fast recall of setups and accuracy time after time.
• Kapp CBNmachines use CBNwheels that incorporate the desired form right in the wheel with
no need for dressing.
Ifyou'd like to find out how Kapp CBN technology can improve your productivity, contact
American Pfauter, 925 Estes Ave.,Elk Grove Village, IL60007. Phone (312) 640· 7500.
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BefOre you buy a eNe' Gear
~ Inspection System, ,ask

these fo,ur Questions

1. Can we get complete inspection of
both gears ana cutting tools?
With the M & 1M2000 QG System, the answer is
~. The system will test lead and involute profile
eharactertsncs of linternal or external gears and splines.
It lis the only universal ,gear tester available which provides
true index testing without expensive attachments. In addj,tjon,
we have fully-devel'oped software for checking hobs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutters, and other cylindrical parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Prsssura Angle Check Shaver Cutter Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to meet our quality-
inspection specifications?
At M & M Precision, we write and deve'lopour own inspection
software. Our technical team can and has implementedl in-
spection specifications !into specific software for individual re-
quirements ..Our current library includes line/curve fitting as
well as modified K-chartanafysis routines.

Una/Curve Fitting Modified K-ChartAnalysis

3. OK, you 'can inspect. gears
and cutting tools. Who.telse is available to

aid us in quality ,control ,ofthe manufactulring
process.?

At M &. M Precision, we have fully integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical Process Gontroland Tooth
Topography into our standard testinQl5oftware. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which areapproaclning tolerance limits,
Our Tooth Topography software features automatic test.ing of
lead and Involute at multiple locations and provides tWD- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart Topological Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
stal'laUon e.xperience to back up,the hardware and
software provided?
At M& M Precision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developingl GNG gear inspection
hardware and sonware. All soUwarefor our QG 2000 System
has been developed In-house. In addition. we have workjng
installations at these ,leading companies: -

• General Motors • Cincinnati Milacron
• T~RW • Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt & Whitney
• Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on our advanced QC2000 System and available
software, contact Mi & 1MPrecision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton. Ohio 45449,513/859.8273.

M&M PREC/Slt:JN
SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEvELAND COM{;)A!\JY
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EDITORIAL
- -

THIS FAR AND NO FARTHER

"They came first for me Communists, and I dldn'[ speak up
because t wasn't a Communist Then they came for the Jews,
and Ididn't speak up because Iwasn't a Jew Then (hey came
for the trade uruorusrs. and r didn't speak up because J wasn't
a trade unionist Then [hey came for [he Ca(hollcs, and I didn't
speak up because Iwas a Protestant Then they came for me,
and by that time, there was no left [0 speak up."

Martin NlemoJJer

Thousands of miles from here, a politICal and religiOUS leader
has ordered a man killed. The Ayatollah Khomeirn ISoffended
by a book Salman Rushdie has written, therefore, he has de-
ocec tms author must die So what7 Executions are ordered all
the time in trus world. The man who signed trus order doesn't
Interest me Neither does the book . It's all happening in another
country. It has nothing to do with me,

But I am offended too-offended by the thought that one
man can Interfere with another's nght to wnte what he pleases
and With the fights of others to prrnt, publish and dlstnbute that
work to those who Wish to see It As a publisher, I am offended
that someone, for whatever reason, has attacked one of the
foundation stones of a ciVilized sooety [he Idea of research, In-
quiry and the free exchanqe of Ideas,

Randall Publishing ISa tiny enterprise compared With Viking
Press, Mr, RushdlE'S Amencan publisher, We don't publish fic-
tion, either tame or controversial. The Idea of someone genrng
so worked up about an article In GEAR TECHNOLOGY that he
or she would threaten me or the author seems patently absurd.
At first glance, the whole Rushdle affair appears to be taking
place on another plane, It appears that it has nothing to do With
the busmess of researching and building gears or of publishing
[he results of that research

BueIt does. Every publisher is In the ousmess of ideas. Our job
ISto make Ideas available to those who are Interested in them.
A threatto one of us becomes a tnreatto all of us. My name and

the names of my colleagues go on the masthead, Every arncie
is srgned. If Mr. Rushdle 15 threatened Into silence; If Viking Press
can be threatened Into not publishing a book; If bookstores can
be threatened into removing certain books from their shelves,
then none of us ISsafe.

All CIVilizedsociety is based on the creative renson between
the needs of the many and the needs of the few; between m-
dlvldual liberties and societal regulatiOns It consists of draWing
a senes of Irnes about certain behaviors and saying .• 'You can
go trus far and no farther," and then debating the placement of
thar line On some issues, the line ISvery fine and Flexible, We
can afford to bend a little or a lot In either direction. On other
issues, the line must be broad and Immovable, The rrght to the
free exchange of ideas is one of those issues.

The broad, immovable line on this Issue seems to be drawn
here' Any idea has the right to be made pubuc where people
can see It and evaluate it. There it will die or survive on its own
merits. No one, but NO ONE, has the nght to pre-censor an Idea
and decide for others whether It can be made publiC.

This ISa difficult line to live With It means, arnonq other
things, mar we have to allow all the bad, raise, stupid, demean-
Ing, offensive and just plain Silly Ideas to Stand rrght up there
With the beautiful. the bnlliant and [he sublime. It means allow-
Ing Ideas we find offensive to be published .It may mean defend-
Ing people or Ideas we personally find reprehensible.

There is no question that millions of people frnd Mr Rushdle's
book offenSive. That is regrettable. But hundreds of thousands
of books, pamphlets, periodicals and papers contain ideas of-
fensive [Q someone. Must these all be Withdrawn and their
authors executed as well7

We cannot argue that because what ISbeing offended are
people's deepest personal religious senSibilities, a different set of
rules must apply. The broad line does not bear tinkering With
If (his week we can censor works of fierion, what is (0 prevent
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,GEAR GR,INOING SP:ECIAlISTS
Reishauer RZ 300E Bectronically

controlled 'gear grinders

Commercial & Precision Gear
Manufacturing to AGMA Class 15

1:llcluding:
• Spur
• Helical
• lntarnal
• Pump Gears
• Splines and Pulleys
• Sermlions
• Sprockels and Ratchet

Type Gears

• Hob:bing up 1.0'24" in
Diameter

• O. D. and I. D.
Grinding. G.ear Honing
wlCrowning, Broaching,
Kayseating, Turning and
Milling, Tooth Chamfering'
and Rounding -

..... f~' ~...
-I"""-~ ~

'. Supplied complete 10 print
• Finishing operations on your blanks
• Grind teeth only

HARRIS METALS, Inc.
4210 DOUGlAS AVENUE

RACINE, WISCONSIN 53401
414-639-2282
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me censorsne at politICal books next week and SCIentificbooks
the week after that7

Nor does it do to brush off the whole Rushdle affair as being
the result of a different cultural understanding or a different
world view. The temptation to play Thought Police ISnot uni-
que to cultures on the other side of the world. One of the most
celebrated censorship cases In history did not involve a novelist
or a political writer. but a scientist It was Galilee, one of the finest
scientific minds of the generation Immediately follOWing leo-
nardo's. that found himself In serious trouble With the law for
publishing" ortensive' scientific truth Closer to our own time
and our own culture. It ISthe SCIentifiCtheories of Darwin that
are among the most popular targets of [hose who \NOuld decide
for all of us what IS appropnate to read and think.

Dr Samuel Johnson once said, "When a man knows he IS
to be hanged In a fortnight. It concentrates his mind wonder-
fully" In that sense, the death threat against Salman Rushdle has
probably been a good thing for those of us in the busmess of
disseminating ideas. Used to the polite legal dance In whICh cen-
sorShip forces In the U.S. engage. we tend to forget exactly the
kInd of stakes we are plaYing for. The Rushdle affair has
reminded us.

Whether we are writing and publishing Innocuous geanng
Journals or controversial books on the cutting edge of research
and thought trading In ideas can be a dangerous business
Ideas can change the world. They can also kill people. Yet It IS
ChISrraoe In Ideas mar makes progress of all kinds poSSible

In the West. developing custom over the past centuries has
taught us to be a bIt careless of the grounding of thiS free ex-
change. We have come to take It for granted It's not that cen-
sorstsp does not exist here. but rather that Its enforcement tends
to be selective. limited by legal constraints and softened by
custom. Now the Ayatollah has cut through all that to the heart
of the matter He has reminded us again that the foundation
stones on which the Idea of free Inquiry ISbased are fragile It
rakes only one man or one terrorist act to threaten the rules by
which we all play.

The right of free expression is one wrnch applies either to
everyone or to no one. The threat to limit that fight for anyone.
no matter how far removed from our own field of Interest or
how objectionable his ideas. IS.ultimately. a threat to all of us
If we value the principles of free Inquiry and the free exchange
of Ideas. we must say at trus time. over thiS book. regardless of
ItSliterary, politIcal or religiOUS rnent. . 'If trus author ISSilenced.
we are all silenced. Here ISwhere we draw the line ..



Patent No. 4,559,919'

IMPR'OVES .ACCURACY

FOR ASTER
I~ASY 'TO IINS,T'ALIL - Because o,f IItssmaU size ,and weig1ht, the FOIRM,ASTER does not ra-
qutre major machine' modifi,cationsand can be lnstalted on nearly ,any grinde,r. lnatallatlen can
usually be accompUshed in less than a. d.ay.

EASY TO O'PERATIE - Two, axis, design sim!p,litlles Iprogrammlngl and oneranon. You can
choose between four popular ccntrclsthat feature menu and 'G-eode progr,ammii,ngl, grap'hic
slrnulatlon, automatic corner roundlngl, autematte diamondtMckness compensation, and
more ..

MADE I:NI U•.S,,-A__

RE.DUCIES WHEEL
DRESSING, TlliME

A.CCURA.TE - To within ± .000.1" of programmed dlmenslcn, with repeat accuracy to within
.00006". IExtra. prectston roller bearing ways, pre-leaded roller screws and opUcal1 linear
enccdere.ae well as superior design and construcUon, give tne FOIRMASTERthe ,ability to lho:I'd
inspection gage accuracy.
PR'ODUCTIVE - IN0' templates crspeclal diamond rolls are needed" so lead times and tool-
ing lnventorles are, reduced. Most forms can be' progr,ammed and dressed In, Iready to grindli:n
30 to 45 minutes. Refreshing the form between grindin,g' passes Is accomp,liished in seconds.
VIERSA.TILIE - Gan be used with single polnt diamonds or with opttonal rot.ary diamond
whee'li attachment. Nearly any form can be dressed quickly" easi:ly and a.ccuratelly.
IDURABLE - Hlard seals are closely flUed and are alr pUirgedto totally exclude contamina-
tion. Sealed servo' motors" automatic lubrtcatlon and totally 'enclosed encoders minimize down
time and ensure long service life.

P .0'. Box. 169
Arden" NC 281104
,(104)1,684·11002:

p"o", Box. 2,07
NlorlhviUe',IMl481167

(3113) 349·2.,644
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TECHNICAL CALENDAR
MAY 18-21. AGMA Annual Meeting,. "The
Changi.ng World of Gears:' Loews Ventana
Canyon Resort, Tucson, AZ. Panel discus-
sion on unification of European Common
Market in 1992. Keynote address all change
management :for industry . For more infor-
mation, contact: Jm Burnett, AGMA, 1500
King St., Suite 201, Alexandria, VA, 22314.
(703) 684-0211.

JULY 12-14,198'9. A5M International Con-
Ierence on Carburizing .. Sheraton Hot,el &
'Confer,ence' Center, lakewood, CO. Tech
conference for heat treaters, gear manufac-
turers, users of carburized metals. Per more
information, contact: ASM International,
Metals Park, OH, 44073. (216) 338-5151 or
fax (216) 338-4634.

SEPTiEM8iER 12-2.0, 1989. European
Machine Tool Show, Hannover, West Ge.r-
m.any. Exhibits from 36 countries will snow
cutting and forming equipment, machine
tools, CAD/CAM, robotics, etc. For more
information, contact: Hannover Fairs, USA,
lnc., 103 Carnegie Center, Princeton, N],
08540. (609) 987-1202.

NOVEMBiER 6-8,1989. AGMA Gear Expo
'89, David Lawrence Convent jon Center,
Pittsburgh, fA. Exhibition of gear machine
tools, supplies, accessories and gear pro-
ducts. For more information, contact:
Wendy Peidl, AGMA, 1500 King Street,
Suite 201, Alexandria, VA, 22314.
(703) 684·0211.

NOVEMBER.7JJ, 1989', AGMA Fall Tech-
nkal Meeting, Pittsburgh, PA. Seminars on
a variety 0.£ gearing subjects held in conjunc-
tion w:ith Gear Expo '89.

AGMA TECHNKAf. EOUCATION
SEMINARS. AGMA is offering a new series
of technical education seminars, each one
focusing on a different aspect of gear
manufacturing and taught by industry
experts.

May 2, Cincinnati, OH. "Gear Math at the
Shop Level for the Gear Shop Foreman .."

June 6, AGMA Headquarters. "Specifying.
and Verifying Material Quality per AGMA
Material Grades."

June 6-7,1989. Cleveland, OH. "Source In-
spection of Loose Gears From the Customer's
Standpoint." Second session. By request, a
repeat of this seminar is being held. Here's
your chance to get in on this popular
seminar.

For more information, contact: Bill Daniels,
AGMA, 1500 King s-, Suite 201, Alexan-
dria, VA, 22314. (703) 684-0211.



Matrix CNC Thread Grinders ...

•••D,amatic.a/~~/ash
. .ductlon TIme!

CNC Thread Grinders fr,om Matrix ean
drastically reduce your production time.
Progr,amrnabla control of infeed! and
auto.grind cycle, plunge grinding cycles
and dressing, combined with the largest
family of thread grinders lin the world,
make Matrixtl1e logical choice' to solve
your ,grinding problems regardless ,of
material or ,application,

Appropriate to a multitude of applica-
tions, Ma1lrix CNC Thread Grinders are
ideal for ball screw production, tmernal
and external A..P.1. grinding, worm grin-
ding., micrometer and surgical screw
,producl,ion, ,grinding the tracks In recir-
culating ball nuts, and many more.
These' Matrix machines can Ihandl'e
almost .any,aspect of pJlecision gninding.

1600 47501 5150 6900 :rooo
Sirles Serle I Series Inlernal Lu. C8J18Ctty

[wirlg over table wayS ·8" 15,"-75" 15"·75" 19'" 15.5'
.DIstance, between oenters 18" 49" 90" . II 197"
!Maximum ground Iengt!1. 8" 41' 78' I 118' 16\"
MaMimum ground diameter 8' 12..5" 12.5" 10" 1'1)'

Grlndina 'wlieel diameter 14." - 20" 1" to 6" 211"
HP aI' wn.relheaa dnve' I :,ana 7~ 10, 211 or 25 10, 20 or z:, [j, 10, 201or 2.5
Helix of wheel. ILH ,& RHI 20° 45° 45° 10° 24'0
Warkhead Ituu botre 1.5" 3.97 ' 3.97" NlA 6,1/i'

Internal or external threads o~virtually
any form. single or multi-start, right or
left hand, parallel Or tapered can be
easily ground with or without relief, It
only takes tM right Matrix eNC Thread
Grinder for the Job,

Choices 01 whee'l dreSSing units are
available in cOlilvenUonal template or
dresser arm Slyle', diamond roU, crush
lroll p~IIJSa versatile CNC Dress Uni!.

Several ot the more popular Matrix
thread ,grinding models sre shown In the
table' at left. Details on other models
available' can 00 obtained by wriiling or
ca'llingl Matrix.churchill Corporation,
5903 Harper IRoad. Solon, Ohio 44139'
or 2.161.248-7950. FAX. 216-248-7981,

1-~:=ATBIZ-caD.a.ILLI
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Portrait
of the Great American Investor

You wouldn't know it to Plus, Bonds are free from
look at him. But he has an state and local income tax.
Investment plan that's What's more, they're easy
working, even though he's to buy. You can purchase
not. Bonds at most bank or
from Blrn Street to WaLl CIlIlDDOOODDEE though payroll savings at
treer, people aU over work.

America are di covering Whether you're in esting
that '.S. avings Bonds have changed. And 25 or 55,000, buying .S. aving Bond. today
they're now the Great American Investment. i one of the smartest move you can make.
It's easy to see why. When held for five years or Now that Bonds pay a competitive return, litis
more, Bonds pay competirive rates.Hke money easy to b come a Great American Investor.
market. account. 0you make the most of your " ,find out more, call anytime 1-800- S-lBOND .
money without having to work at it. .\....-,--------- ............._........-------

U:.S. SAVINGS BONDS
THE GREAT AMERICAN INVESTMENT

A publiC service of [his puhllcauonBonds held less than f1 ve ye:us am ~lower rate



See us at 89 Detroit SM.E
Exhibition Booth #111,6

Hoglund Model #267 For Reishauer RZ 300E,. AZA & AM

CINe D'r'e,ssling Syste,ml for the UR'e'i,sh,8uler'"
Gealr 'Griind'ers

Features
1. Menu programming - direct input

from 'gear print (no toot path program
required)

2. Sing'le rotary diamond disc
(eliminates expensive formed discs)

3. Non symmetrical tooth dr,essing
4. Extensive involute modifiications
S. Perfect root grind 'geometflies

and blendinq
6. Immediate program chanoeovers

without the need for new formed
diamond discs

7. Mounts easlly onto Heishauer
dovetail sl'ide

Special'ists in Ge,ar G,r,inding Technol!ogjies
Gear grinding dressers - CBN formed gear grinding wheels

Spur &. Helical'glear grinder remanufacturing, a. CNC upgrading
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P d -,.' T'· f- C-h .' 'F',' ro Iuction Iesdng 01

: a '_-r',OmtUDl- ree
Carburizing Grade Gear Steel

D.H. Breen
ASME Gear Research, Institute, Naperville" n.

1: Cameron
J.M. Ney Company/Bloomfield, CT

DR. TOM CM'lERON is presently employed by I.M. Ney, Bloom-
/ield, CT. At the time of the writing of this paper, he was 01'1' staff of
AJ\1AX Research and Development Cmler, Golden. CQworking 01'1

process ,development for wrought aluminum products. Prior to this
assignment, he spent five years at AMAX:S Ann Ar:bor, MI. center.
'Working all aUoy development of lawai/OJ! carburizing steels. This
research was directed toward gearil'lg applications and the relative roles
of alloying ,and processing in gearing performance, ,al'ld it led to the
development ofa combined overload-plus-fatigue test for carburized
components that would determine the load at which cracking occurred
in the case. Dr. Cameron earned his PhD from tIle Um'versity of Con-
necticut for research conduded on the h·B-C.syst,em.

AUTHORS:

DAlE H. BREEN is Secretary and Director of ASME -Gear Research
Institute. Prior to taking tltis post, he worked for sixieeen years for
International Harvester Company, mall aging the corporate
metallurgical research laboratories. His technical.interests include gear
technology, fatigue and fr,actu~e 0/ metals, alloy steel and iron
technology, tribology, and mechanics. Mr. Breen did undergraduate
work in mechanical ,engineering at Bradley University. Peoria. IL. He
holds a MS degree in metallurgy from the Ul'liversity a/Michigan and
a MBA from the University of Chicago. He is the author of numerous
books and papers on geaTS, metQllurgy and fatigue and is a member of
A SM. ASME, SAE, A Sl.E and the Amen'can lnstitu te of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers.

12 Gear TecnnoloQY



FIg. I - Power circulating gear lest rig. Test gears are on thel'efl.

Abstract:
Th results of Bureau of Mines sponsored research und r Contract

*JOl45<Xl9to evaluate the manufaduring and engine£ring perfonnance
of a new chromium-Iree gear steel are reported, Thi material was
developed under BOM Contrad 110113104]. Since most chromium is
imported from politically WlSlableregions OJ the world. alloys have
been developed for con~ purposes, Gears were tested ina 'power
circulating device to evaluate their strength (ben:din$) and durability
(pitting) cha:racteristics !forcomparison with an ,exi.stingdata base.
Selected samples were compared in terms of m1crostructure.
cleanli.ness.grainsize. x-ray retainediustenite and x-ray residual stress.
The n w steel was shown to be comp~ra'bl· to 8620, the popu.lar high-
tonn ge gear steel it was designed to replace.

bltl'oQucHon
for many years chromium has been a popular alloy for heal

treatable steels because o( its cun:t.ribution tonardenability
more Ithan offsets its costs. As a consequence, it is specified in
such high-tonnage steel grades as the 5100. 4100 and 8600
series; and, as a result, about 15% of the annual U.S. consump--
tion of chromium is used in constructional .alloy steels.

Chromium is also a strategic alloy because it enhances cor-
resien and heat resistance of critical airaaft components. The
United. States imports most oEits chromite ore and,u.nfortlUl~
ately. much of this important material comes from pollHcaly
unstable r,egions of the world. In fulfilling their responsibility
to assure an a'dequate supply of strategic alloys, the Bureau of
Mines has sponsored research to develop substitute ma'terial
systems where feasible. in the first part (Phase I) of research
with this aim, candidate substitute nee-chromium bearing
compositions were developed as potential replacements for
8620 and 4100 steels. The results of the alloy development phase
were reported previously by Sharma and Keith.u1This'earlier
work was acoomplished utilizing a computer based .alloy steel
design syst,em known 3.5 CHAT (Computer Harmonized Ap~
p\ication TailOIiOO).(21 The bask prin.cip!e of the CHAT system
is 'that steels w:ilI respond to hea.'t treatment alike; i.e., develop
the same microstructures if they have equivalent
hardenabilities.

For carburizing grades, ,equjvaient hardenability Includes
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Fig...2 - Tcrque vs, cycle lite curves of the comparison da ta base developed by
Intern tional Harvester from circulating g artests. . .

both case hardenabi1ity (DIc) and base hardenability (Dlb)·

Other importa:nt considerations are carbon con'tentand
residual stress. Residual stress is :thought to,becontrolled in part
by martensite start (Ms) and martensite finish (Mf)
tempera tures: hence. a change in the alloy system should be
kept minimal i.norder not to influenCJe dversely residual stress.
The aim is ,tocalculate, by a computerized method, composi-
tions which will have the same response to heat trea.'tment,
hardness and residual stress. A unique aspect o·f the system is
that steels may be designed on a least-cost basia.since cost can
be made an objective function. This system has been utiliz,ed
successfully in devel.oping steels for a number of specificap-
pli.cations and several of the SAE EX steel grades.

In the previous work reported in 1983,. a five-year aUoy cost
prOjection was made. These costs were used as computes input
with least-cost-without-chmmium being a primary can traint.
The cost projections turned out to be inaccurate; however. the
relative costs are similar. Hence, the cornpositions developed
still represent cost-attractive systems :if chromium is ant
available. They are manganese-molybdenum (MI\-Mo) and
manganese--molybdenum-nickel (Mn-Mo~NH systems. Of
equal importance. this work has givenanothee opportunity 110

confinn the concept that substitute steels having equivalent per-
formance can be designed using fundamental metallurgical
considerations.

In industry, however, performance concepts have not
matured ,to the point where substitutes are readily accepted
without back-up Itesting. In the reaJ world, experience has not
always justified theory. A great deal still remains to be learned
(and unlearned) about alloy effects themselves, variations In
nonmetallics, tramp elements, etc. Myth and ilJusionsare not
uncommon in the industrial community , andencumbent
materials are highly favored, Substitute "ready" systems have to
be validated with at [east a limited amount of perfonnanCJe data
before they will be accepted.

The aim of the work rt!ported herein was to "prove-up" the
new steel compositions in terms of Itheir production, processing
and performance characteristics. Based on tonnage and the fact

lMav j.lUne 1969 1.3
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that carburized applications are more complex, an 8600'
equivalent from the Phase I work was chosen for evaluation.
Based on cost, a Mn-Mo composition was selected to produce
prototypes and specimens for tests. Its composition is shown i.n
Table 1 in conjunction with Ith 8620 used as the control group.
It was purposely produced with Mn to the high side since high-
manganese steels have been an ongoing concern in the domestic
industry. These 'types of steels are used, however, in high ton-
nages in Europe,

TABLE 1
CHEMIC~L A_NALVSIS (Wt%)

ELEMENT EXPERIMENTAL AlLOY CONTROl ALlOY
erl,.. I62O-H

HEAl SPECIMEN HEAT SPECIMEJi
SPECIFIED ANALYSIS ANALYSIS SPECIFIED AJUJ.YSIS MALYSIS

CarIIon 016/0.21 019 021 0.181025 0.18 0.19
M.. gan8S11 1 00/1.30 129 127 0.7010.90 0.73 0.73

!PIIosp/JGI'OIII 0035 max 0.011 002 0035 maJC 0.005 001
SIIlplwr O.04Qmax 0010 001 0040 mali. 0026 003
SlIICIII1I 01510.35 0.26 025 O.lSIOJO 0.22 0.22
Nickel - o ()34 OM 0401070 051 053
Chromium - 0.055 006 0401060 0.49 045
MolytHlenum 035/045 041 042 0.1510 25 019 019
Aluminum QIIi QIIi oro

The strategy in this present endeavor was to produce pro-
totype gears for evaluation using near-commerical procedures,
Details concerning steel production, forging, machining and heat
treat are given in a report by the Bureau of Mines authored by
T. Cameron (31 and will not be repeated here. The material cam
from a 10 ton heat of steel. Gears were selected for evaluation,
since they are critical cornporu nts. They are sensitive to varia-
tions in steel quality. and gear performance data can be usedas
a basis for judgment concerning many other machine elements.
Such properties as fatigue, both bending and contact, adhesive
wear and surface finish are all.incorporated into the design con-
siderations for gears.

The work reported herein had as a major objective validation
of the equivalency of computer-designed Cr-free and 8620 steels.
This objective was accomplished principally by comparing the
strength (tooth bending fatigue) and durability (flank pitting
fatigue) of gear specimens. The pinion gear specimen was a 6P,
1ST, 20° PAsystemwith3.3"OD.ltsmatewasa30T, 5.3" OD
gear. fig. 1 shows the gear set installed in a powercirculating
(PC) gear test rig. This gear set and test method was selected
because of the availability of an existing data. base. (4) This data
base, shown in Fig. 2, was generated over a number of years in
the laboratories of International Harvester Company and has
been expa.ndedwith additional tests at the ASME Gear Research
Institute. Another important source of gear performance data
is the allowable stress curves published by AGMA(S) for design
use. These curves for bending and contact are shown in Figs. 3a
and3b.

In addition to performance testing, several othe:r comparisons
were made. They included continous cooling transformation
(CCT) characteristics, hardenabilities, gradient hardnesses,
microstructures (case and core), grain size, grain flow direction.
residual stress, distortion in heat treat, indusion ratings, dimen-
sional accur.acy and surface finish ..



Results
The Cr-free test gears and the control group of 8620 gears

were processed as a group through the same equipment. The
control group was used to calibrate the data base. This precau-
tion was taken since gear performance is sensitive to small
variations in metallurgy, surface finish and geometry.

Only the most pertinent of the above comparisons are
reported here. The reader is referred to the official Bureau of
Mines publication mentioned earlier for additional details.

Gradient Strength
Gradient strength, a critical design consideration, is important

to prevent failure by subcase fatigue. This property was not
evaluated in this study, since subcase fatigue will not occur if a
sufficient gradient strength is provided, Gradient strength is com-
prised of a combination of case depth and core hardness.
Previous studies (6-7) indicate that steels with hardenabilities
similar to those used in this work, when properly carburized,
develop adequate gradient strengths in heat treatment with this
size gear. As a check, however, a strength/stress distribution
analysis was conducted near the pitch line. The results of this
analysis are shown in Fig. 4. The comparison was made for a
load of 4600 lb-in, torque. As can be seen, both steels provide
more than adequate gradient strength to prevent Failure at the
case / core fracture.

Metallurgical Considerations
The [orniny hardenability test and the CCT diagram deter-

mination are two different ways of evaluating the transforrna-
tionsequence that occurs when cooling a piece of steel. The
objective of Phase 1of this program was to develop a composi-
tion that would have similar hardenability to 8620, The
hardenability testing conducted in Phase Iof this program was
more extensive than that conducted in Phase II, Sharma and
Keith conducted a number of [ominy hardenabiiity tests to
compare predicted hardenability with measured results. Their
comparison indicated that a mid-range composition of the
Cr-free steel has a very similar core hardenability profile to a
mid-range composition of 8620, and that the case hardenability
of the Cr-free steel was only slightly less than that of the 8620.
The Cr-free steel composition employed in Phase II had an
intentional high side Mn level, pushing the Jominycore harden-
ability curve to the hLgh side of the SAE 8620H hardenability
band. The results obtained were very similar to those expected.

A comparison of the CCT diagrams for 8620 and the Cr-free
steels (Figs. 5 and 6) indicates that the transformation character-
istics (at the Core carbon level) are quite similar. The slight
hardenability advantage of the Cr-free steel resulting from the
high side Mn level and the fact that fastercooling rates were
employed in analyzing the Cr-free steel are both likely reasons
for the appearance of the martensite region in the ccr diagram
at fast cooling rates. (See Fig. 6.) Because molybdenum has a
strong retarding ·effecton the ferrite plus pearlite (F+P) reaction,
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the somewhat longer starting times for P+P' in the Cr-free steel
are probably a result ,0£ the increased molybdenum level, In
general, the results from Phase I and Phase ]I indicate that both
case and core hardenabllity of the Cr-free steel areequivalent to
8620.

Carburizing results performed on laboratory specimens in-
dicated that even though the carbon profiles obtained on 8620
and Cr-free steels were similar. the hardness profiles were higher
on the Cr-free steel ..Retained. austenite profiles indicated that this
was not due to a difference in the amount of retained austenite
between the steels ..Since carbon content controls the hardness
of the transformed martensite, the fact that the 8620 hardness
values were lower near the surface suggests that the Cr in the
8620 may tie up some of the carbon near the surface as carbide.
Sharma and Keith(ll observed in the case harden ability tests of
Phase I that the surface carbon contentafter pack carburiziing
was lower in the Cr ..free steel than the 8620. Theyconduded
that, because of the elimination of the Cr. the Cr-free steel had

a

I....... • •
, I _.

Fig. 6 - ccr diagram for Cr-free steel.

Fig. 8a-8620 Ilank surface (unett:hed)showrungIGOpenetratioo( "'"0.0007),
Also showsa duster of sulphide particles. (400Xj
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Fig ..9<1- Etched 8620, root area surface. Strucure is martensite and austenite.
(400X)

Fig. ]'0iIJ -8020 !lank in etched condition. Structure is a martensite austenite mix.
(400X)

Fig. 9b - Cr-Iree root area surface. Structure is marlensite and auslenit . (400X)

Fig. lOb - Cr-Iree flank {etched) 10 show martensite austenite structure. {400X)
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a reduced tendency to form carbides and would, therefore,
tolerate a greater variation in furnace carbon potential than
the 8620.

Hardenability comparisons are shown in Fig .. '7. Only the
hardenability of the Cr-free steel was measured. The comparison
is made with published base (core) and case hardenability for
8620. The harden abilities of the two steels are comparable in
this program.

Microstructure, Grain Size
and Cleanliness

These three items are critical to performance. Since in both
bending and pitting fatigue, the fracture origins are at or very
near the surface, it was critical that the Cr-free steel be capable
of developing suitable properties near the surface.

Near surface microstructures are compared in Figs. 8, 9,and
10. In addition to the conventional microstructure, which is
intended to bea mix of martensite and austenite, surface inter-
granular oxidation (IGO) also plays an important role ..Figs. Sa
andBb compare the two steels' conditions in the unetched con-
dition. Both show normal. penetration of [GO.

FIgS.9a, 9b, lOa and lOb compare their structures in the etched
condition. Both are considered acceptable and normal. The 8620
control group seems to have had a slightly greater tendency to
form transformation products in the [GO layer, although it is
quite moderate. The core structures, not shown, were identical.

X-ray retainedaustenites were also compared. (Refer to Table
2.) Except for the value at 0 ..005", the results were almost
identical ..

TABLE 2
X-RAY DIFFRACTION

RETAINED AUSTENITE
Cr-InMt Alloy

20%
32%
23%
27%

8820H
22%
35%
36%
27%

Surface
0.002
0.005
0.010

Cleanliness, of course, is a result of melting, pouring and roll-
ing practice, Cleanliness was measured on both the raw material
(ASTM and SAE methods) and qualitatively on finished parts
as a part of the post mortem investigation. Both steelswere
very dean.

Both steels were made by a fine grain practice. The Cr-free
steel contained 0.05 Al, the 862{), 0.03 AIL GraJn size measured
ASTM #9 .5, as shown in Fig..11. A heat etch method was used.
In this method, a polished sample is heated to the test
temperature (17000

), ina protective atmosphere. Boundary zones
are acoentuated(grooved) due to selective vaporization and
diffusion.

Grain Flow
Rolled steel products, such as alloy steel bars for forging, have

grain flow characteristics that are dependent on how they have
been reduced to size. This grain flow is modified by the forging
operation.

Figs..12 and 13 compare the grain flow characteristics of two
gears from the program. The 8620H was forged by axially corn-
pressing a 2" round cornered square cut to 3;18" lengths. The

J' 8 Geor Technology

Fig. u- Typical prior austenite grain size (heat etch). (lOOX)

fig. Il-GrajJl flow - Specimen ~2S - 8620H etchant: hot HCL (2.8X)

Fig" U - Grain flow - Specimen ,18 - Cr-free alloy 1f4 etchant: hot HCl.
(3.0XI



Cr~&ee was fo:rged from a. 2%" round cornered square cut to
lV, "lengths. The compression direction could have been ran-
dom. since it was nearly a cube. The views shown, are from an
adal cross section of a forging from each group to show
longitudinal flow lines. The tooth load is applied. perpendicular
to the photograph. The 8620 shows typical Row lines. Although
showing faint typical flow lines. Cr-free also shows significant
endgrains. The effect of this on performance is not KnO'NYl. It is
not necessarily significant. as neither have flow lines which
areopUmum.

the heat size was small, the single ingot that was cast is rilughly
similar to what is used commercially ..Hence. the cooling rates
obtained during solidification were representative of those ob-
tained in commercial ingot practice. Thus, to the extentlhat this
investigation was able to duplicate a commercial practice, there
was no indication that the Mn level of the Cr-free steel would
produce excessive segregation.

Another concern associated with the Cr-free steel,is the ext- nt
to whi.ch th ,high Mn level would increase the IGO fonn tion
during 'carburizing. [GO is an unavoidabl product of most c m-
mereial carburizing processes (exoept vacuum carburizing) .for
alloys contairting Cr. Mn and Si. Published research(91 indicates
that these elements will be d pleted from solution and will fonn
oxides in the grain boundaries or in th matrix near the surfac .
The Si coment of the steel grades used in most carburizing
applications (approximately 0.25 %), appears to be the major fac-
tor affecting the formation of lGO. Th -major detrimental aspect
of IGO formation is a. reduction of case hardenability du to
alloy depletion. Although there has not been a definitive study
on. the relative ccntribution f Mn and Cr to. ICO formation. the
slight increase in Mn level can be expected to be offset by th total
eUmination of Cr in fa.vor of increased Mo which does nol oxi-
dize I:mder carburizing conditions,

A comparison. of th mi :rographs in figs. 8a and 8b suggests
'that the ['GO Iormatlon in the Cr-:Fr« steel may even be slightly

Effect .of High Man~anese
The maximum Mn level in the Cr-free steel.is higher than that

generally seen in low .alloy steels ..Most low alloy steels. except
for those in the A1SI-SAE 1300 series, have maximum Mn levels
,of 1.00'% or less. Historically. high-side Mn levels, have been
associated with problems such as alloy segregation during ingot
casting leading to. banding. as well as intergranular oxide «GO)I
formation during carburizing, The Mn level inthe 10-ton heat
used in.this .investigation was intentionally held to the high side
of th suggested range so that questions such as these eould be
evaluated.

The extent of Mn segregation is ill function of thesiz.e of the
ingot and the cooling rate; i.e., smaller ingots with. faster cool-
ing rates will show less segregation Ithan larg~ ingots. Although

3500 Be - Man invents lhe wheel iIf1d says "it is ,good"
2500 Be - 'Man irrventslhe spline and says "it lis good"
2499 Be - 'Mall invents the spline gage and says "Iit'li do the trick"
Man has been using the same spline gage ever since, That is, until
FRENCO redesigned the 'gage for modern man, The Frenco indicating
splinB' gage produces variable data 011 ,exact Pitch Diameter while
simultaneously checkingl "GO" ,condition . This SPC compatable: gage
also quickl¥ cneos taper; ovaIity and ,other time' consuming inspections,
Availab'le for internal, merna], straight or involute spline ,configurations,

ILet us show you a syslem for loday and beyond, Call ,or write:
W227 'N6193 Sussex Road
P,O. Bo)( 125 ·Sussex. WI 53069
(414)246-4994' FAX '(414)246-4864
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fig. 14 - View showing shape and toughness of mot fillet, Specimen ,3 -
Cr-free alloy lOX. -
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less than that fonned in the 8620. The fact that the Cr-free steel
performed better than the data base in strength tests may be
related 'to this factor (low [GO formation) also, but unless an
analysis isconducted to evaluate relative IGO fonnationtenden.-
des of the alloys used in the data base, this can only be presented
as a possibility. Strength testing will be discussed subsequently.

Dim.ensioning and Heat Treat Dis,tmtion
AU gears were processed in a similar manner, The .manufac-

turers reported that the 86.20 and the Cr-free materials were
similar. Profile, lead checks and "over pin" changes were in-
distinguishable between the two sets. Both fmet radius and sur-
face finish were basically the same and similar to the "data base"
gears .. A typical .fiUet profile is shown in. Fig. 14. Surfa.ce
roughness rneasured e 125 rIDS.

Residual Stress
Residual stresses from processing; i.e., heat treat and post heat

treat processes. such as cleaning and peening, are known ,to have
major influence on fatigue performance. especially bending
fatigue. Some influence is expected in contact fatigue, but less
published data is available on this subject.

Variations in residual stress caused an unexpected and un-
wanted excursion in the test program. The data base is,as noted
in Fig. 2, for shot cleaned gears. The root fillet compressive
residua] stress of cleaned gears usually varies from about 40Ksi
to 70Ksi The first gear tested in bending (620() Ib-in) gave highly
suspect results in that it lived well past the normal failure cycles.
~forbending and then finally failed by pitting. This prompted an
investigation of residual stresses. The FASTRESS method was
used .. Gears from this group were determined to contain a
residual stress level of ahout87Ksi. This level.of residual stress
is more in. line with shot peened gears, The supplier had done an
exceptional job of cleaningthe gears. Because ,of this, it was
deemed necessary to replace some of them. The replacement
gears were processed through the same cleaning system as the
data base gears, Levels more in line with what was expected were
obtained. Comparison of results are shown in Table 3. These
comparisons are for axial stress since this direction does not te-
quire removaJ of teethand thus provided a quick answer to the
problem.

Subsequently, the I:'iesidualroot stresses of gears from both



TABlE 3
X-R.y Raid .. StraI AIIIIpIa

RIIIIIIII .... • IIsI
Identification Position: A ~ Q Q ~
8620 Cleaned by Supplier -92 -90 -84 -82 -87
8620 Cleaned Same

as Data Base -44 -40 -58 -34 -44
Cr-Free Cleaned as Data Base -38 -28 -28 -40 -33.5
-Stress measurements were made at the midpoint of the gear tooth

width in the root. They were made at four locations on each gear. 90
degrees apart in the root-axial direction.

groups werechara.cterized in the eireumferentialdirection. An
in-depth profile analysis was conducted to ddermine if there
were basic differences. This comparison is shown in Fig. 15. The
circumferential direction coincides with the load stress direction
and, thus, isa legitimate design consideration.

We elected to use the "over deaned" gears in the durability (pit-
ting) tests, This aspect will be discussed subsequently.

Power CircUlating Gear Tests
Thirty-one gear sets were evaluated, six 8620 and 2S Cr-Iree,

Twenty sets were tested in the durability '(pitting) regime and
eleven in the 'tooth strength (breakage) regime. (ReFerto Fig. 2.)
Tests were split between four load levels, two in each regime.
WeibulJ statistics were used to analyze the data where applica'ble ..

Durability
Figs. 16 and 17 show the torque-cycle results of PC tests con-

ducted in the durahi.lity regime in comparison with existing
infonnation. The torque levels used were 4500 lb-in and 5500 Ib-
in. Fig. 16 compares the control group (3 tests) with the data base
and the data base with the new Cr-Iree steel. The 10, SOand 90 %
probability levers were determined by analyzklg th data for
each of the two loads using Wei'bul.1statistics.

There are two signifieant aspects Ito this data. One, the con-
trol group tends to validate the test specimens by falling within
the existing data base band. As indicated. earlier, these gears were
from the "over peened" group ..Since both groups -the control
group and the test group - were exposed to the same deaning,
it is safe to make comparisons. Two" the Cr-free steel group
shows slightly longer lives to pitting than the data 'base and the
control group. InFig. 17 the 10'% probahility SN curves of the
data base and the Cr-free test group are compared w:ith the G~10
curve for A:GMA 'Grade 1 material The control group data.
points are also shown. The AGMA recommended practice is
sl.ightly conservative to both the data base and the Cr-free data.
This comparison again shows the Cr-freesteel to be marginally
better than the data base materials ..Gi.ven the limitations of the
analysis. in terms of numbers of tests, etc., it is appropriate to,
conclude 'that the two groups perform comparably in terms of
pitting fatigue ..
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Tooth Strength.
The data generated for comparing bending fatigue is shown

in Figs. 18 and 19. The two load levels were 6200 lb-in (139,500
psi) and 6600 lb-in (1485oo psi). These load levels are quite dose
together for this type testing; however, it was necessary to go as
high as 6200 Ib-in to assure tooth fracture instead of pitting, and
the 6600 lb-in is near the upper limit of the test machine being
used. Even so, gearing and shaft failures were experienced dur-
ing this phase of the program.

Fig. 18 shows all data points, including the control group, in
comparison with the G-IO, 50 and 90 curves for the data base.
In one of the tests at 6200 Ib-in, the test was terminated due to
pitting after 805,000 cycles; i.e., fracture did not oc-cur. There
is not quite enough data. to perform a legitimate statistical
analysis; however, two conclusions can be made ..One, the con-
trol group samples ran to the low side of the Cr-Iree group, but
to the high side of the data base; and two, the Cr-free group
appears to be able to carry higher torques at the samecydes com-
pared to the data base.

Fig. 19 shows this same data, but in terms of stress plotted
along with the AGMA allowable stress curves .. In this com-
parison the AGMA design curves appear very conservative.
This may be due to many factors, including metallurgical
quality, size effects, etc. It is apparent, though, that with good
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control, gears can be designed and used at significantly higher
loads than those indicated.

Summary
1. The Cr-Iree steel had equivalent (marginally better)

durability characteristics compared to the data. base.
2..The Cr-hee steel exhibited significantly higher strength

(tooth bending fatigue) than the data base steel.
A number of factors may be involved, the two most likely

being metallurgical quality and residual stress. Since the data
base represents a large number of gear sets, it probably included
gears with a wider variety of cleanliness, microstructure and
residual stress conditions. The Cr-free steel had good structure,
was fairly dean and contained residual stress to the high side of
that expected for cleaned gears, Thus, this small group may'
represent high-side performance for these type steels,

.3. The hardenabiltty response was pretty much as predicted
and, thus, microstructures were satisfactary. This tends to
validate the concept of developing substitute steels based an
equivalent hardenability. Same reservations are in order as men-
honed earlier.

4 ..Processing characteristics, fram steel melting to rolling to
forging to machining to heat treating for the Cr-free steel, were
similar to other alloy steels of the 8620 type.

5.. It was not necessary to modify the green size hom that
customariJy employed in order to accommodate 'the Cr-free steel
movement in heat treatment.

6. Grain flow was different in the Cr-free gears as compared
to the control group and the data base gears. This difference is
not thought to be of great significance, however, more work is
required to validate this assumption .

Conclus:ion
The purpose of this investigation was to provide a perfor-

mance comparison between the proposed Cr ..free steelcomposi-
tion and the current AISI-SAE8620 steel grade. None .of the
comparative tests indicated a compromise in properties as a
result of the substitution of Cr-free steel for 8620. On the con-
trary, there were several points in favor of the substitution.
Phase IIof this research has built upon the results obtained in
Phase] by evaluating the Mn-Mo Cr-free 8620 steel substitute
proposed inPhase I in a scaled up application. This Cr-Iree steel
composition was cast as a IO-ton heat and evaluated in a cas-
burized gearing test program along with an. 8620 steel. control
group of gears .. The control group was used to calibrate an
existing data base with which the new steel. was compared. A
variety of production, petformanceand metallurgical aspects of
the Cr-free steel werecompared with the characteristics of 8620
in an effort to determine whether the Cr-free steel could be
recommended as a suitable alternate composition for ,8620 in the
event of an interruption of the domestic chromium supply. The
major conclusions obtained from this program can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. The perfonnance of the Cr-free steel in a carburized gear-
ing test program was at least equivalent ta or slightly better than
the performance obtained in asimilarl y processed 8620 control
group ..In addition, the Cr-free steel performance in the gearing
test fell to the high side of an existing data base obtained from
steels of similar hardenability. These test results indicated that
the Cr-free steel would perform at least as well as 8620 ..
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2. The various processing characteristics that were evaluated
mdica~ed that the Cr-freesteel could easily be substituted for
8620 steel. in existing application with little or no processing
changes. For instance, in the production of the gears in this in-
vestigation, no significant diffemtces were observed between the
Cr-freeand 8620 steels inEo(ging, machining or heat treatment,

3. Detailed metalilurgicali evaluation 'of the Cr-Ireeand 862D
steels indlcajedthat transformati.on characteristics, rnicrostruc-
lures and ~fracturemorphologies were similar, that no segrega-
tion problems were encountered with the higher Mn level of the
Cr-free st'eel and that both steels had similar 'core and case
hardenability .

4. The overall performance of t.heCr-free steel is sufficiently
sim ilar '1.0 Ilna.1 of86Z0 that direct substitution of the Cr-free steel
for 8620 can be made in gearing appli.cations with no loss in
perlonnance characteristics and with little or no change inproc-
essing parameters. In other general structural applications, it is
expected. that the Cr-free steel will process and perfonn in a
similar manner to 8620 steel.

This work has significantly added to the knowled-&ebase re-
quired to make successful substitutions in critical applications.
]t further proved the metallurgical design system for substitution
and encourages its use for peaceful purposes, such as cost
control.
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'Gear Span Measurement
An, Analytical Approach

lyaBass
Bourn '& Koch Machine Tool Co.

Rockford, II

The interrelation between span measurement 'Msand nor-
mal. circWar tooth Ithickness Tn can be found by the folloWing
formula: (See fig. 1.)

(O.5Dp·inv¢n)·.2+Zs·Pnc- Pnc+ Tn
w =----~---------------------

Dp

ai b···· P' L.:lI" d Db b A.or, tersu shtutmg. nc uy - an -- y cos ,!,'n
Pnd Dp

Ms= (~- . invcPn + 'lI'"ZS - ....!.... + Tn)' cos¢'", (1)
Pnd Poo Pnd '

where
Pnd = normal diametral pitch
Pnc= normal circular pitch
¢n '''''' normal pressure angle
Z 1= number of teeth in gear
Zs .... number of teeth spanned
D, pitch diameter
~ = base diameter.

The formula (Equation 1) by itself is not diJficu]tto work
with; nevertheless, as soon as one tries to use it, a question
arises: What number of teeth spanned should be used? The
most common approach ,employs ,empirical formulae, 'tables or
diagrams. [11 most cases, this approach provides satisfactory
results, but has two drawbacks. First, it does netassure correct
results, for nonstandard gears and, secondly, the tables and
dlagrams are not very convenient fo.r computerization.

The purpose of this article is to describe an ..analytical method
bee of the drawbacks mentioned abeve and providtngsb-
solutely reliable results.

Equation 1 can berearranged to express the' number of
spanned teeth,

.26 Gear technology

Fig. 1

7- Pnd-Ms .z._ A. Pnd· Tn + 1
Los, = - - . InV'!'n - I

.,.;'. cOstPn .... ....

Assume a priori that Zs has restrictions on its minimum and
maximum values; i.e.,

(3)

Now we must determine whether these restrictions exist and,
if they do, how they Can be de~ermined.

A~ follows from Fig. 2, the measurement Hne A-AI is
tangent to the base diameter O'hand perpendicular to axis Y.
The line intersects the different teeth of the gear and, ,according
Itogeometrical properties of ehe involute curve, is always, nor-
mal to the tooth profile. This, in turn, means f.hat the amount
of outside diameter Do can be considered as a theoretical



Otherwise, the measurement itself willi be taken on the fillet
rather than. 'on the involute form ,of the tooth profile. Therefore.

--- - - -

-- ---

Fig. 2

restriction for the maximum allowable amount 'of span
measurement:

Therefore,

Z Pnd . Msmax Z... .4..
small - . - - • mV''I'n

'If • 'cos 'cPn r
Pnd ,.,Tn + 1 (4)

r

For gears with tip relief or other tip modification, DQ should
be replaced with the corresponding diameter. From the practical
standpoint. the amount of Msmax. calculated by Equation 4.
should be reduced,

The minimum acceptable number of spanned teeth must be
chosen on the condition that Ithecontact diameter should always
be located above the true involute form (TIF) diameter D~.

Z = Pnd-Msmin _ ~ ';nv,.4.. _ Pnd·Tn + 1 ()
. -smin •. 'l'n S'

'l1"COscP'n 'If 'II"

As with every similar algebraic expression, the expression (3)
may have many solutions, one solution or no selufion at all.
The last two results might occur in the case of nonstandard
gears with a small number of teeth .. Of course. one tooth
"spanned" is ,alw,ays possible, but we do not consider it as
spanned.

Thus, to provide a correct approach to span measurement
calculations, the true involute form diameter must be known ..
Unfortunately I ma..n.ygear manufacturers have to deal with the
blueprints where the TIP diameter is not indicated. In this case,
it is a good policy to determine the number of spanned teeth by
taking the contact diameter as close as possible to the pitch
diameter.

The formula for calculating ~ ean be derived by the follow-
ing steps.

Without losLng much accuracy, the T, can be replaced by

Pne since P!1C = ~. Equation 2 can be rewritten as
2 Pnd

. MS'Pnd Z., .
Zs - -- 'mvcP" + 0'.5

CoS¢n"lI' 'If'

(6)

Since the contact diameter was assumed to be equal. to the
pitch diameter. the .following expression is true:

M D· Z.
- -5 ""' 'p·Slnq,.n == -- 'sm/f>"

Pnd

Substitu.'ting the value ot Ms from this equation into (6) we
receive:

z, .. ~ ·tan<l>n-~ . inv cPn+ 0.5,.. ,..
After simplifying (7) the final. result is:



ZZs = - 'cPn + 0.5
11

(8)

This formula. has been successfully applied to gears with stan-
dard addenda and dedenda and, very often, to non-standard
gears. For non-standard gears, additional checking needs to be
done.

Below are numerical values for the most common pressure
angles (spur gears):

z, =~ + O.5forcPn = 14.5°;
12.4
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ZZs= - + 0.5 fOfcPn = 25°.
7.2

The rounded Z, must satisfy the conditions found in Equa-
tion 3 and then be used in (1), the final form of which can be
arranged more conveniently for computing purposes:

Ms = [Tn'Pnd + Z'invcPn+1f(Zs - l)]c:?srPn
Pnd

The program developed on the given approach calculates
span measurement for both cases - with and without TIF
diameter, VV'henTIF diameter is entered, the program prints out
a set of all possible solutions inaccorda:nce with the restrictions
in Equation 3. The final choice is up to the manufacturer and
should be based on his ability to manufacture certain sizes. the
rigidity of the caliper, etc.

The formulae given in this article are easily adjustable for
helical gears. It is sufficient to replace dimensions in the norma]
plane by those in the transverse one. Ferexample, the last for-
mula can be rewritten as

Since

A- coscPn.cosy..
cose = -..:..::~--=-

COSy..b

After substituting and simplifying, it will acquire the follow-
ing form:

. . . '. . .. . coscPMs = [Tn.Pnd + Z'mvcP+1I(Zs - l)I--n
Pnd

For helical gears one additional restriction on the number of
spanned teeth should be considered ..Gear hobbing width must
be more than Ms .. sinh, where h - the base helix angle.

Example Calculation Jar Helical Gears
A helical gear has the following data:
Z = 19, Pnd = 8, cPn= 14.5°, y.. = 27°16', Do = 2.922, D, =
2.645, T, = 0.1962, gear face width = 1.25.

Transverse pressure angle cP:

tan 14.5°
tane = ------

cos27,266667°
cP = 16.222165°

Involute Qf¢:

invcP = 0.007816



Pitch Diameter Dp:

19
Dp = ._ _ = 2.67189

8'(0527.266667°

Base Diameter Db;

~ = 2.67189·cos16.222165° = 2.56551

Base Helix. angle 1/4:

sin!h, = sin27.266667" 'cos14S; iftb = 26.32996°

Maximum Span Measurement Msmax:

Msmu = V2.9222-2.565512• cos 26.32996"

Mmw: = 1.253553

Minimum Span Measurement Msmin:

M'mlll = V2.64S2 - 2.565512 • cos26.32996°

Msmin = .576803

Numberof~:

Zsm~ =8'1.253553 - 19 '0.007816 _ 8'0.1962 + 1
'I("·c0514.5° 'I(" 11'

Zsmu = 3.75

Number of 2.mm.:

z.,min = 8,0.576803 _ 19 '0.007816- 8',0.1962 + 1;
'I("·c0514.5 'lI' 11'

4-mih = 1.97

Accepted number of spanned teeth:
Zs .3

Span measurements Ms:

M. = [0.1962'8+19'0.,007816+11'(3-1)1 cos 14.5"
8

M. = 0.9683

Check.ing for gear width:

0.9683·sin26.32996° =0.43

AlITHOR:
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Into-Mesh Lubrication of Spur Gears Part I
1.S. Akin

Gearesearch, Inc.
Banning, CA

and
D. P. Townsend

NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio

Abstract:
An analysis was conducted for into-mesh oil jet lubrication with

an arbitrary offset and inclination angle from the pitch point for the
case where the oil, jet velocity is equal to or less than pitch line velo-
city. The analysis includes the case for the oil jet offset from the pitch
point in the direction of the pinion, and where the oil jet is inclined
to intersect. the common pilch point. Equations were developed For
the minimum oil jet veioci ty required to impinge on the pinion or gear
and the optimum oil jet velocity 10 obtain the maximum impingment
depth.

The optimum operating condition for best lubrication and cool-
ing is provided when the oil jet velocity is equal to the gear pitchline
velocity with both sides of the gear tooth cooled. When the jet velo-
city is reduced from pitch line velocity, the drive side of the pinion
and the unloaded side of the gear is cooled. When the jet velocity is
much lower than the pi teh Iine velocity the impingement depth is very
small. and may completely miss the pinion.

Introduction
Several methods of oil jet lubrication of gears are practiced

by the gear industry. These include the oil jet directed into the
mesh, out of the mesh and radially directed into the gear 'teeth.
In most cases an exact analysis is not used to determine the op-
timum condition such as, iet nozzle location, direction and oil
jet velocity, for best cooling. As a result many gear sets are
operating without optimum oil jet lubrication and cooling.

The reason for developing more precise gear lubrication and
cooling analysis is to provide more design control over the seer-
ing mode of gear tooth failure.(1-4l As a result, considerably
more power capacity can be provided in smaller gear drives.
This is especially crucial in high performance aircraft or
aerospace and light weight marine gears where the gears are
case-hardened and ground.

The first step in performing such an analysis is to determine
'the oil jet impingement depth down the tooth proHle being
cooled by the jet. The radial and out-of-mesh jet nozzle orien-
tation analyses have already been published.P' 3) The analysis
discussed in this paper is confined exclusively to the directly
into-mesh jet nozzle orientation where oil jet velocity is less than
or equal to the gear pitch line velocity (Vi",wR sec f3p)'

Primary impingment only is considered here because it can
be accurately controlled. If it is properly applied, primary im-
pingement alone can provide nearly all the necessary cooling.
Post-impingement flow down the tooth profile is not con-
sidered in this analysis. This nozzle orientation is the least
desirable from a cooling viewpoint in that the fling-off angle
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and fling-off time(SI are severely curtailed because the im-
mediate tooth engagement drastically reduces the lubricant
residence time and the effective heat transfer.

The time when this orientation is desirable is (a) when the
speed is so slow as to provide inadequate elasto-hydrodynamic
(EHD) lubricant film thickness in the mesh conjunction zone,
increasing the coefficient of friction and heat generation, and
(b) when the speed is so high that radial or out-of-mesh imp-
ingement allows the fling-off angle and time to be so small as
to provide inlet or EHD entrance zone film starvation.

Thus, in this case the problem is not cooling, but one of lubri-
cant supply in the conjunction zone. In such cases, multiple
nozzle orientation may be desirable: one very smail into-mesh
jet for lubrication and one or more larger out-of-mesh jets for
cooling.

The objective of the work reported herein was to develop the
analytical methods for gear lubrication with the oil jet directed
into the engaging side of the gear mesh. The analysis when the
oil jet velocity is less than pitch line velocity differs considerably
from the case when .it is greater than pitch line velocity;
therefore, this paper deals onl y with the case of oil jet velocity
equal to or less than pitch line velocity. At gear ratios larger
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NOMENCLATURE

Analysis

The analyses presented herein used an arbitrary offset and
angle for jet location. For best results the offset should be con-
strained within 0 ~ 5 ~ So. where:

and the impingement angle {J should be constrained within
0";; {J" {Jpp' where:

{J - tan-1 Sopp
(R~ - R~ 112

In this analysis f3 will be further constrained so that:

so that S is an independent variable and {3p is a dependent
variable.

The analyses that follow are divided into two cases (or opera-
tional conditions) with subcases. The two cases are determined
by whether or not the resolved pitch line velocity in the direc-
tion of the cooling oil jet (Vp = wpT sec f3p = wgR sec {Jp)is
equal to or less than the oil jet velocity. Only these two cases
are considered in this paper. Also, starting with a unit gear ratio
mg = 1as a reference. consider that the ratio is increased (rng
>1) until the jet is gear-tooth controlled, thus. severely naJTOW-
ing the operating jet velocity range that will wet the pinion
tooth (that is. avoid missing it entirely). This analysis has been
broadened in scope from previous published analysis, (6) by
allowing an arbitrary offset distance S and a constrained in-
clination angle {3p. It is assumed that optimum conditions oc-
cur if 5 - Soand (Jp .., f3pp' removing the Vj (max) and V1(min)
limitations to be described later in the paper.

than one, the oil jet should be offset from the pitch line and
rotated to a precise location to get optimum oil jet impingement
on both the gear and pinion. lIPd or (1 ± ~ N/2)/Pd - addendum.

pinion and gear backlash respectively
total. pinion, gear backlash at Pd = 1
radial impingement depth
pinion, gear final impingement distance
intennediate impingement distance
Ng/Np - R/r - Wp/WC; '"" geanatio
number of teeth in pinion, gear
diff,erential number of teeth
diametral pitch
pinion and gear pitch radii
perpendicular distance from pinion. gear center
Itojet line
distance along line of centers to' jet line origin
distance along line of centers to jet line intersec-
tion at x
pinion. and gear outside circle diameter
pinion and gear base radii
arbitrary, jet noezle offset to mteresect O.D:s
offset for pinion only
time
time oE £]ight, rotation
linear velocity of pinion and gear at pitch line
oil jet velocity, general, pinion controlled
distance for offset perpendicular to iet line
intersection
maximum velocity at which ~ "'" 0
minimum velocity at which ~ - 0
arbitrary oil jet Lndination angle
constrained inclination angle
inclination angle for pitch point intersection
pressure angle at pitch circles
pinion and gear pressure angle at points
specified at it
pinion and gear angular velocities
tan f{J - rp = involute fundion at pitch point or i

operating pressure angle I

Vj(OpI, Up lower limit jet velocity to impingement at pitch
line

roo Ra
fb. R-b
5, So, s,

x

Vj(max)p
Vj(min)p
(3

WI" Wg

lov rp
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Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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It becomes overwhelmingly dear as the analysis proceeds.
that it is desirable Itoprovide an optimum engaging jet velocity
exactly equal to or slightly larger than the resolved pitch line
velocity, Vj = wpr s c (3p = wgR sec (3p' to provide maximum
addendum imping ment surface area down to the pitch circle
on both gear and pinion as pointed out by Pujitaet al. in
1965. [7,8) -

Development 0,1Primary Formulae for the Generalized Pi-
nion Cases (0 ~ 5 ~ 50.>

Assume that we begin to view the sequence of events for the
case in which the jet stream velocity Vj < wprsec wp (where wpf
is the pitch line velocity>. (See figs. 1-3.) As can be seen, the jet
stream head initiated by gear tooth (1)al "A" in Fig.1 will, im-
pinge on the leading side of the pinion tooth (2), which is trail-
ing gear tooth (1) in Fig. 2. Th so-called impingement depth
will be detennined by the final impingement of the jet stream
head as shown in fig. 3 at "K..The starting pos.itions of the
mating teeth (1) and (2) as shown in Fig. 1 are calculated for the
gear:

where:

inv 'Pog = tan 'Pog - 'Pog and

'Pog = cos-1(Rb/Ro) = cos -1 [(Ng cos 'P)/(Ng + 2 ± AN)]
(2)

'P = Pressure angle of gear (or pinion) at pitch cirde
Rs = R + Sand r5 = r - Sp (See Figs. 1 or 4)
S = Jet offset, 0 ~ S .~ So and 5 = Sp only when (3p = (3pp
Sp = [(~- i cosz (3p)1I2 + r sin i3pJ sin i3p, 0 < 5" < S
So = Offset that places jet stream at intersection of O.o:s

(crotch)
R = Pitch radius of gear = Ng/(2 Pd)

Ro = Outside radius of gear = (Ng + 2 ± AN)/2 Pd)

Rb = R cos 'P = base radius of gear
(Rs/Ro) = N81(NII + 2 ± aN) = mg Np/(mgNp + 2 ± .aN)
mg = Gear ratio - Ng/Np = R/r = ,wp/wg
Ng = Number of teeth in gear circle
~N = Delta (or differentia}) number of teeth when long and

short addendums are used CaN is usually set to zero)
Pd = Diametralpitch
Assume .0 ~ S ~ So in this paper, unless otherwise stated ..
For the pinion:

Opl = mllg1 + 1I"/Np - inv'P + 2 Bp/Np (3)
where:
Np = Number of teeth in the pinion circle
Bp = Blacklash at Pd = 1, for pinion only
bp = Bp/Pd = Blacklash at diametral. pitch used
(bp and bg are usually set equal to zero in these calculations ..)

This locates the pinion tooth to be impinged upon by the short
jet stream shown in Fig. 2, at time equal toO (t = .0) in Fig. 1,
when its initial end (called "head")rea.ches the final impingement
point "A", {shown in Fig. 3 as impingement length, ~, and im-



pingement depth <\,). The position oEthe pinion tooth (2) in Fig.
3 when at t = t", the oil jet head makes this final piont "A" is
calculated from:

_] ( [pcos P ).. .6p2 = tan - - . P.I - mv IPp2.
r - I"sin Pp

(4)

where:
inv<ppz = tan<ppz - ;Pp2

'<Pp2 - 'cos -1 { fb )1
Hr - Lp si.nI3p}Z + (lp cos ,si]1I2

{3 = Inclination angle of jet stream (0 < (3 < t3pp)

131' = Inclination angle pointing at pitch point (PP), 0 < S <
So -/2I3p = tan-lIS/(R~ - R~l -I

(3pp = Inclination angle pointing at pitch point when S = So
only. _ -1/2

Q -lIS·- 2 - ,2\ ]"'pp= tan - o/{Ro - R"f

(5)

*GEARS'*

DEBUHR & CHAMFERr = Pitch radius of pinion =Np/(2 Pd)

rb = r cos;p= Base radius of pinion
The design solution 'to the pro blem of pinion cooling is to set

the desired impingement depth "clp" for the needed cooling sur-
face and solve explicitly for the needed jet velocity Vi' It is
assumed that {3 = 131' in this paper to. simplify the mathematics.
Noting that the time of jet stream flight ~ must be equal to the
Itimeof l'Otation t." it can be shown that the required jet veloci-
Ity may be calculated from

quickly, accurately, inexpensively
... wlith the compact, rugged

AIR JUNIOR
(8 compact heavy-duty machln&-l'tOt a device)

v. = ,w [(R~- R;)1/2 sec {3 - lyJ = v.
I p (fJ - 6 ) IP

pI p2

(6)

where:

fo= Outside radius of pinion = (Np + 2 ± .4N)/2 Pd

The Imalysis solution to the problem, when Vi is specified
and the resulting, impingement depth dp is desired for the pi-
nion, can be cal.culated implicitly by solving iteratively for p

from:

then

and

rI 1±4N/2
"'"P=a=---Pd

for Vj(Opt, Up" Vi

(10)

CIROLE A·18 'ON R1ACER I~EPLYCARD
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TABLE L - EQUATIONS FOR OIL ·JET VELOCITV AND PINION IMPI:NGEMENT DEPTH FOR PITCH LINE AND LOWER OIL JET vELOCITY

Relatiye velocity Oil jet velocity Pinion impIngement depth
scale

~
Pitch 1ine and Vj - ~pr sec 8p • ~gR sec Bp dp - a • (1 * aNpl2/IPd' (Doth profiles)
slightly lower

~ (R2 _ R2)112 sec I
I ) 9 0 5 P dplhe.d) • " (leadIng profile only)Vj opt, L P - e •• /N • 26 IN

91 9 9 9

Less than pitch line [IR2 _ R2)1/2 sec 8 - L }
velocity down to V • "e 0 5 e E! dp • given (usual design solution) and
where the oil jet J epl - 'pZ
starts to ~iss the Lp. [(ro - dp)2 - (r cos 'p)2Jl/2 + r sin 'p

I pinion
Yj • given (when 0 ~ dp ~ a ~) Iterate Lp from

2 2 1/2[(Ro - Rs) sec.p - LpJwp • ('pl - 'p2)Vj
Ithen, dp• ro - [(r - Lp sin 'p)2 + (L cos Ip)2]1/2'

P J
Critical low velocity [CR2 _ A2)1/2 sec I _ (r2 _ r2)1/2 sec I ) I,

I to _Iss the pinion VJ(_ln)p. -I! 0 s po s p dp(min, L) • 0, when mg ) _g(crlt)'pl - 'p3 + lnv ,

I
note that:

I

I VJ(.ln)p • 0 when s • So and 'p • 'pp o < S < So and 0 < 'p ~ 'pp alwaY5
I

Back By
Popular Demand!

where
a = tooth addendum
Vj(Opt, L)p = Lowest jet velocity to obtain maximum imp-

ingement depth ..
A minimum jet velocity condition exists for the pinion when

mg > 1.0 or S "* So and i3 "* i3w' This happens when Vi is less
than required to place the jet head at position "AU in Fig. 2 as
the leading edge of the top land of the pinion crosses the jet
stream line. This position of the pinion can be calculated from:

(11)

This is the first re-run of AGMA's most popular
seminar. The original program was sold-out.
Don't be left out this time. Register now ..

Source Inspection of Loose Gears
from the

Customer's Standpoint
June e -7, 1989
Clevel'and, Ohio

Bob Smith, R.IE. Smiilhand Co., Inc,

Customers and Quality Assurance personnel are
among those who will benefit from Bob Smith's
seminar on inspection techniques for determin-
ing the quality of unassembled gears. Inspection
techniques will be examined and discussed in de-
tail. Following the seminar, a hands-on demon-
stration at the Klingelnberg Corp. will equip you
to determine if gear quality meets specifications.

For Registration Information Contact:
AGMA Headquarters

(703) 684-0211

where

inv ~op = tan ~op - 'Pop

/()op = cos -1(rb/ro) and

. . S . I( 2 + 2 2 {3 )112 + . t:I·1 . f3rs = r - p = r - ro r cos - 'p . r sm I-'p. Sin p

(12)

(See Figs ..1 and 2.)
Now the minumum jet velocity Vj that will wet the top land

of the pinion (when mg > 1.0) can be calculated from:

[ 2 R2\1I2 (-2 2)1/2
JVj(min)p= (Ro- .51 - ro-rs secf3pwp (13)

~pl - /()p3 + inv /()
CIRCLE A-19 ON READER REP.lY CARD
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Note 'that when mg = lor when S = So or both, Vj(mjn)p =
O. The impingement depth at Vi(min)p is dp (min, L)= O.

Equations 6 and 13 are shown in Table 1 with the other equa-
tions being developed herein and provide a form of graphical
visibility based on the oil jet velocity scale (larger velocity at top
of table).

Moving up the velocity scale to the next point of interest, there
is a "constant impingement depth range" of oil jet velocity
centered around Vi = V8=wgR sec (3p= wpf sec (3p-The lower
limit of this range of Vi < wpf sec fJpcan be calculated from:

This is the jet velocity that will barely get the stream head to
a depth d, - a, VVhenVi = Vp = Vg = ''''grsec{jpexactly, the
pinion tooth is wetted on both the leading and trailing profiles
down to the pitch line (dp = a),

A selection or specification for Vi must be kept within the
bounds of Equation 13 and wpI' sec (3pif impingement on the
leading side of the tooth profile is required,
Development of PrimClry formulae for the Generalized Gear
Case (,0 ~ S ~ So),

This sequence of events can be seen by looking at Figs. 2, 4
and 5 for the gear when Vi < wgR sec {jp.The jet stream is in-
itially chopped by the pinion tooth (2) at "A" inFig. 2, when the
pinion is in the position OpJ. At this time the gear tooth (3),
where impingement will take place, is in position OgJ' which
can be calculated from Fig. 2:

(15)

where:

Ng = Number of teeth in gear = .2 PdR
HI! = Backlash for gear at Pd = 1 or bg Pd
bg = Backlash for gear (actual size), usually neglected.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the pinion tooth (2) goes off and leaves
the jet stream head and stream is subsequently chopped again
at its tail end by the gear leading tooth profile (3) at the top land,
as shown at "A" in Fig. 4. At this time the-gear position can be
calculated from:

(16)

The intermediate position. of the jet head here is at

_ (. 2 . 2}1I2 _ (.a - (), ) VL,g - ro - Rs sec (3p- .UgJ g4" il "'8 (17)

From here the jet head continues to fly toward 'the common line
of centers at PP and the gear tooth (3) rotates until the leading
profile intersects the head positions at "AU inFig. 5 at impinge-
ment distance Lg. At this time the gear has rotated to the
angular position calculated from:

8g5 = tan-t( Lg cos ~p ) - inv V'g5 (18)
, R + t,sin .Bp

where:

inv V'g5 = tanV'g5 - 'Pg5

1/>g5= C05-1 -------~...;------
112

~(R + Lg sin (3/ + u, cos {jp)2]

The anal'ys.issolution for the gear is similar to, but somewhat
more complicated than for the pinion alone. Using Equation 6
first solve explicitly for the pinion jet velocity Vipas a function
of the selected pinion impingement depth dp' Then, because a
given "gear mesh" must have a common jet velocity VJP' the
gear impingement depth dg is solved for implicitly by first
solving iteratively for the impingement distance Lg From Figs.
2,4 and 5.

[(r~ - r;)1/2 sec J9p - Lglwg ... (8gJ - 8g5) Vip then

dg = R, -I(R + Lgsin{:li + (Lg cos (3p}211/2

1 ±l1N/2

Pd

{19}

.FROM~
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(20)

(21)

(22)
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where V·(Opt L) is defined mathematically later.- -, 'g

The design solution for the gear is similar to the pinion, ex-
cept more complex due to the boundary conditions imposed by
the requirement to not allow jet velocities outside the range
Vi(min)g < Vi < V,(max)g set by the pinion parameter~. Noting
again the equivalence of tf = tw, the velocities inside this range
can be calculated from:

with the additional. restriction that

to be explained later .. Equation .23 is shown in Table 2 on a
graphical velocity scale to give a perspective for this and the
other velocity formulae relative to each ether.

A minimum jet velocity condition also exists for the gear
when mg > 1, as shownabove and explained in detail for the
pinion using Fig. 2.

The initial position of the gear to establish this minimum
velocity cycle, is at Ogl in Fig ..1.The final or pinion chopping
position at "A" in Fig. 2 for the gear may be calculated from:

36, Gear Technol'ogy

l

Fig. 5

0g2 = (Op3/mg) - brINg) + 2 Bg/Ng) (24)

Therefore the minimum jet velocity Vi that 'can beaUowed
to avoid not wetting the pinion when mg.> 1, can be calculated
using gear parameters from:

.... 2 -,2112 (2 ..2)1I2J Q

V.( ..... ,) = wg[(Ro - Rs) - TO - IS sec"'p = 10 (25),mlng
8g1 - 10&2

when. 5 = So, and the associated minimum impingement
depth dg is equal to zero (0). __-

Note that Equations 13 and 25 are equal:

when mg = 1 Vj(minJg = dg(min, L) = O.

Moving up the velocity scale of Table 2 to the next point of
interest, there is a constant impingement depth range: of oil jet
velocity for the gear also centered around Vj = Vs = wgR sec"p' The lower limit of this range can he calculated from:

(continued on page 48)
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Form Diameter 01£ Gears
Harlan Van. Gerpen

C. Kent Reece
Van Gerpen-Reece Engineering,

Cedar Falls, IA

One of the most frequently neglected areas of gear design
is the determination of "form diameter': Form diameter is that
diameter which specifies the transition point between the
usable involute profile and the fillet of the tooth. Defining
this point is important to prevent interference with the tip
of the mating gear teeth and to enable proper preshave
machining when the gear is to be finished with a shaving
operation.

Gear designers that work only with standard or handbook
gears have probably never been concerned with form
diameter. The prescribed standard cutting tools have suffi-
cient length to cut the fillet area so that generally no in-
terference with the mating gear will occur, so long as finish
hobbing or shaping is done. Many gear prints do not speci£iy
the form diameter for checking in the manufacturing process,
apparently under the assumption that if a "standard" cutter
is used, the form point will be acceptable, This is leaving too
much to chance, particularly if the gear is undercut or if the
gear is finished with a shaving or grinding operation.

For those gear designers that must focus on the strength
of gear teeth or high contact ratio, and have abandoned
standard gears to gain the advantage of custom designing,
form diameter becomes extremely important. Designers of
custom gears no longer have the comfort of having adequate
clearance being provided as found in the handbook tables
and soon realize that every possible avenue of interference
must be investigated. However, these extensive mathematical
calculations are no longer a hindrance because of the
availability of inexpensive computers and gear design
software.

Gaining the optimum gear tooth strength requires the fillet
to blend as closely as possible 'to the active root end of the
involute proffie. Not only does this enhance the beam strength
of the tooth, but also helps to provide material in the root
area for some special applications. such as planet pinions,
where the required bore diameter may threaten the strength
of the root section.

If a gear is to be cut with a finishing hob (a hob without
a protuberance), the equations given below are sufficient for
gears that have no natural undercut,
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Form Radius

..JR - RR - C1.)2 + (RR + Cl)2

\ tan ¢

R = Generating pitch radius
RR = Root radius
Cl = Hob tip clearance
¢ = Pressure angle (transverse)

(1)

For shaper-cut gears:

Form Radius =

~( ~CD2 - BRT2

BRT = BRc + BRg

,------- -]12~ OR,c2 - BRc2 + BRg2

CD= Center distance
BRc = Cutter base radius
BRg = Gear base radius
ORc = Cutter outside radius

(minus tip clearance)
(2)

However, if the gear is to be shaved (or ground), then 'the
fillet area becomes much less defined. Then it is necessary
to use an exact deHnition of the preshave cutter and to ex-
plore the path of the tip of the cutter and how this path relates
to the final "shaved" profile.

A gear is shaved by placing it in. tight mesh with and at
a small crossed axis angle to a shaving cutter, which resem-
bles the gear, except that its teeth faces are serrated. As the
two are rotated together, the serrations on the shaving cut-
ter teeth remove a small amount of material from the involute
profile of the gear. [t is common practice to provide a "pro-
tuberance" on the tip of the preshave cutter to provide ade-
quate relief to allow clearance in the gear root area for the
tip of the shaving cutter tooth. If this is not provided, the



CURTATE
TROCHOID

FORMS OF TROCHOIDS

Fig. ~

shaving cutter may leave a "step" on the gear tooth profile
near the root end of the involute profile where the tip of the
mating gear wiu make contact. This may result in noise, wear
and vibration.

Assuming the preshave (utter is a hob or basic rack shaped
(utter. let us review the possible gene.atmg paths for different
points on the cutter. We must consider the diffe.rent possible
trocheidal paths that the spec:ifi.cpoints on the preshave cut-
ter w.ill follow. If the gear is expected to operate at a pressure
angle with another gear at about the same pressure angle as
the cutter, then we 'can expect the 'tip of the cutter to extend
below the pitch radius 'Of the gear and execute a. prolate 'or
"looped" trochoid. Points further away from the cutter tip
will have lesser "loops" and still further, the points that stay
outside the pitch radius will execute a curtate trochoid. Equa-
tions which foUowthese trochoid curves provide the infor-
mation !fordet.ennining the form diameter. Examples of these
trochoidal forms are given in Fig. 1.

The problem ,of form diameter with custom gears is that
for increased strength it is common practice to operate wi.th
a mating gear at a much higher pressure angle than used with
the cutter Itogenerate 'the tooth. Inother words, the operating
pitch diameter is much larger than the generating pitch
diameter. It is entirely possible that during the generation of
the tooth, the tip of the cutter will not cross the generating
pitch circle. This results in th tip components following cur ..
ta.te tr~c.hoid paths.

As the preshaved cutter is used to generate gears 'to operate
at high pressure angles. the path of the protuberance more
closely parallels the involute of the finished gear ..This leads
to the removal of part ,of the shavlng stock that is expected
to be present during the shaving operation. With no stock
to remove. the surface is not cleaned up and wilJ present a
rough surface to the mating gear tooth 'tip. Therefore, the
process of selecting an acceptable fonn diameter depends
upon how much stock must be present for shaving. In some
cases of excessive stock removal, the shaving cutter willact
erratically. II the contact ratio w:ith the gear is low. part of
the time the shaver will ride on the thinner stock section, in-
troducing a second involute profile with a larger base radius ..

It is our practice to specify the minimum amount of shav-
ing stock to be provided in the fiUet as gear design input,
The computation then provides two diameters - the point of

maximum relief and the diameter where adequate shaving
stock will exist. The outside diameter of the shaving cutter
must blend 'between these Itwo diameters; the closer to the
maximum relief, the better,

Another area of exploration relates to the shape of th 'lip
of the cutter. The question is what is the shape of the transi-
tion zone on the 'tip of the hob between the tip radius and
the involute producing section of the cutter? With a "looped"
trochoid condition we can rely on the clearance point on th
hob as the critical point in computing 'the form diameter.
However, when the tip executes a curt ate trochoid, the hob
transltion zone may affect the fillet generation, Many cut-
ters use a.secondary involute, perhaps loa different than th
primate involute, as a blend with the tip radius. During the
tooth generation process this may actually be forming the
final shape of the preshaved profile. The design computa-
tion must compute this condition if the form diameter is
allowing tor shaving stock.

If the tooth is being generated with a shaper cutter, our
options are rather limited. The same general procedure is used
to determine the existence of the form diameter. However,
the transition zone on the shaper between the tip clearance
point and theinvolute profile is rarely defined by the cutter
suppliers, so we are limited to only exploring the path of the
clearance point in determining the existence of shaving stock
and establishing the form diameter.

The method of computation is an iterative procedure
following the path of the clearance point IOnthe cutter and
compaeing its di tance from the center 'of a gear tooth with
the distance of a finishedinvolute. When these distances are
the same or different by the predetermin -d small amount,
that diameter is the 'form diameter, and on is now assur d
that the shaving cutter will have stock to remove and pro-
vide a smooth surface. The designer must have an
understanding with the manufacturer coneerning the
minimum stock required ..

Figs. 2 and 3 and associated equation re included to pro-
vide more detail of a procedure used to. d Hne the form
diameter for shaved gears using protuberance cutters. In Fig.
2 one can calculate from the tight meshed. ,condition the tooth
space on th gear, and then establish the hob tooth thickness
at the generating pitch line.

Since the clearance point of the hob will be doing the
critical cuttingin the area where the fillet jo.ins the involute,
ill is the trochoid of this point that must be followed. To do
this, the engineer needs to know the dimension ""B~ the
distance from the generating pitch line to the clearance point.

Some hob suppliers do not use a secondary involute, but
provide a clearance dim nsion on the hob print. "B" then is
the distance to this given clearance po.in't from the generating
pitch line.

Many hob suppliers provide a protuberance height (PH,
Fig. 2) that is slightly greater than the amount "thin" of the
cutter tooth. This must be compensated for because it 1'1'0-
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vides additional. undercut from the area of the involutelfillet
blend.

This discussion is limited to the study of gears with low
operating pressure angles or gears where the. clearance point
executes at "looped" trochoid. With higher operating pressure
angles, the trochoid may be curtate, Under these conditions,
the fillet is generated as the cutter "rolls into"the root rather
thanas it "rolls out" of the root.

fig. 1

TS 1\'" ITg=---
2 2 DP 2

d= 4 ~P - (add - Rtip) X TAN a

thin )..XCOSal
.2 '

COS a

Be = add' - Rtip - (4ir - ¥)
IAN a

if" IS
B = add - C1 - 4DP 2

TAN ex

DP = Diametral Pitch
ITg = Gear Tooth Thickness at Pitch Radius
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As previously mentioned, 'the secondary involute may
remove the "stock" in the blend area. This involute, being
at a diHerent pressure angle, operates from a different base
circle. It is necessary to calculate the tooth thickness being
cut by this part of the cutter,compare with the other com-
puled form diameters and select the larger number for the
form diameter.

Fig. 3 and associated equations illustrate the mathematical

Fig. J

R

f/J = ATAN (R :13)

e = (3 + "y -f/J

TM = TP X COS 9

P - R X SIN h + (3) - TM

TTC- Rt X 1/1

CP = Circular Pitch
TTC = Circular Distance of Cutter Path

from Tooth Centerline



process to he used in following the path of the clearance point
trochoid. The angle 13is adjusted until the desired configura-
tion is achieved. The form diameter of a non-shaved gear
is the diameter where the involute begins. The form diameter
or a shaved (or ground) gear is the diameter of the point on
the 'tooth where adequate shaving stock is available.

This procedure is also applicable to helical gears if done

in the normal plane with a derived "virtual" gear.
The above procedure is a150 useful in determining whether

a shaving cutter already on the shelf can be used to shave
a new gear. The computations canalso include the modifica-
tions that can be made to an existing shaving cutler so that
obsolete cutters can be made usable again.

Appendix - Sample Calculations for finding
Form Diameter of Gears

Given: Diametral Pitch
Hob Pressure Angle
Hob Addendum
Hob Tip Radius
Amount Thin

(DP) 5.0.
(0:) - 20.0

(add) - .27
(Rtip) - .0.5
(thin) - .005

(PH) .0.03
(0:51) 10.0

16
(R) 1.600

(TIg) .3400

From Fig. 3:

CP - d - RI, X COS (0: - 0: ,)-]P 5L

"y = 2------------------------
R

= .31416 - .0.2449 - .0.50.(COS 10.°) = .150.27

1.6 (1)

Assume (3 =, .34 radians

¢= ATAN (R : ~)
(

.19318 )
= ATAN 1,6X .34 = .34122 (2) I

Protuberance Height
Secondary Involute
Teeth in Gear
Pitch Radius
Gear Tooth Thickness at R

.From fjg, 2:

TS = ~ _ TTg = ~ _ .34 = .14416
2 2DP 2 10 2

'lI'

d =4 DP = (add - Rtip) TAN ,0:

. _ (PH - .thin X COS 0:).
Rt•p ... 2

COSo:

= .15708 - .08007 - .05252 = .102449

Be = add - R!il' - (4iP - ¥)
TAN ,0:

(1) ()= ~ + "y -¢ = ,34 + .15027 -,34122

= .27 - .05 - .0355 = ..18450

B = Be + Rjil' X SIN (0: -O:s,)

= ..18450 + .IQSSIN (20.0 - 100) = .19'318

= .14905 (3)

= .57728 (4)

TM = TP X COS ()= .57728 COS (.14905)

(2) = .57088 (5)

P = R X SIN h + m - TM

= 1..6 SIN (.49027) - .57088 = .18250 (6)

(3)
R, = .J(R - 8)2 + (R X 13)2

= .J (1.40682 )2 + (1.6 X .34)2 = 1.5083 (7)

(4)

( P) (.18250)..
'" = ASIN R

t
I = ASIN I 1.50.83 = .12129 (8)

(continued on page 44)
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COMPUTER AIDS

GEAR ESTllMlAlilNGI

Tlhe COSTIMATOR! computer
aided costestlmatinq system insures
speed and consistency in the difficult
task ot estimating: the costs of all
types 'Of gears,

Used by sma'll shops and Fortune
500 cemparnes throughout. the
oountry.

For compl'ete lntormaiion
contact us today"

Manufacturers Technologies" Inc.
59G Interstate Dr.

West Springfield, MA 01089'
(41,3) 733-1972'
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GEA,RS SP,LINES
IDESIGN& TOOLING

CONSULTING & SOFTWARE
• Let us design your gears for greater

strength or higher contact ratio,
• Lei us install our software and train

your people linthe latest gear and! cut-
tercomputing methods. Trial periods
available. -

• You can benefit from our many years
of experience with computers, gear
design and manufacturing,

.. Software Ior IBM and compatlb'le
computers,
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1502 Grand Blvd.

Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613
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ACCESSORIES
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IFT.W'ASHINGT'ONI PA 19034 U.S.A.

1-800-523-.2576, IFAX: 1-800-635-6213
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SERVICE

GEAR TIESlING, AND
IDESIGNI FAC'ILIITII,ES

• GEAR DESIGN ,(NOISE - SlRE:N(nH)
• ROTATING GEAR (TORQUE - SPEED

CONTROL) TEST MACHINES.
• SINGLE TOOTH BENDING FATIGUE

reSTING,
• STATISTIICAL PLANNING - ANALYSIS,
• WROUGHT STEEtS, StNTIERED

METALS, NON·METALLIC MAT'tS.
• CAD FACIILITIES FOR LOW COST

SET-UP,
• CUSTOM TEST MACHINE DESIGNI_ EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL.

I

PACKER ENG:INEERIING
312/355-5722. ext 2.14

IBOX 353. NAPER.VILLE, It ,60566,
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,PRECISION GEAR TOOTH I

,GRINDING '& HONING- -

• P~oduction and Prototype 'Qua_ntities
• 314" P:D. to .27.5" P,D.

3,'5D.P. ard n "Face
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
• FinishinglSpur & HelicaJl'Gearsto

all AGMA Quality StaJildards
• Able to match delivery to your needs

Call or Fax Inquiries to;'

AliLE.GHlENY IGEA'R CORP"
23 Dick Road ..V;UiI (I

De~~~?~;
FAX (716) '684-7717 ;.'7
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Bring in new customers for your business by advertising in
GEAR TECHNOLOGY, The Joumal of Gear Manufacturing.

Call (312')1 437~
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GEAR TOOTH'
GRINDING SERVICE
Open Capacity On Our

REISHAVER GEAR TOO'TH GRINDERS
We am capable 'Of grindingl your
gears to AGMA slandardsfor
saJvage'or as a plan ned operation Iin
prototype or production Q,uanti.ties,

CERTIFIED ,GEAR: INSPECTilON
IFor immediate service phone:

716-892-04001
,Or send inquiiries to:

IPRO~GEA!RCO,MPANY, INC.
400 IKennedy Read
BlJffaJe, N,Y. 14227
.FAX (71'6)892·0467

lllhere"s still time .. ,
order cl'osillg date for a
classified ad in the July/August
issue is May 10th.



HELP WANTED

SAtES/S,ERVICE
ENG:INEER Engineer

M,echanical DesignMajor manurseturer 01 s,p8cial:ty
lubnicants is seeking a Sales/SelVioo
Engineer to introduce new IProduct
line to the lpower generation indus-
tries. Experience in lubnicaflon not
requir,ed! or necessary,; lifyou work in
a related mechanical industry, such
as mills, gears, bearings, or boiler
systems. then you are'the person we
want to speaJ<with. IPr,eferred loca-
tion would be central Ohio su rround-
ingarea.

For more information please call
Klluber Lubrication" attn: J'oan
Woodlee at (603) 669-7789.

Where fine minds powe ..design breakthroughs.
GEAircrall Engin 55 ts Ih d sign srandardstcr reliable. efficient and innovative
engines, We're "I in theavtation industryand highly successful contributo to
commercial. military, marine. industrial and businessop ration. All of which
creates exciting opportunity tor you.

A team app,roach t.oindividual achievement
Working wilhln a team of tal nt d englneers.youwillconcelve.d sign. nddev lop
engine pow -r and accessory gear drive systems. Involves tim ly rede sign/eval,ua-
lion in support ofengine development programs. inv tigatingand _ rvl in!i/pro-
blems, ami interacting with vendor/partner manuta luring sources 10 meel dead-
lines. You must be an independent worker able 10 guide less expert enced
engineers. Requires B degree in Mechanical Engine ring with r lat -d. com-
pre hensive experience in gear design. hands-on know I dg ~of GMA. nd A FB~'A
standards. as well asfEA t hniques for solving sIr ss/vibration dilflenlti s.IMANUFACTURiIN'GI

M.A1N_AGEMENT
ILucas 'Wes'em me, is looking for
manufacturing management personnel
for its newfacilily near Park Ci1y,. Utah
(35 m lies lEast of Salt ILak.eCity). We re-
quire at least 10 year's experience-
including line responsibility in tne pro-
duction of precision" highl technology
geamd products for lhe commercial andl
defense aerospace industries. We are
located lin an -area withl ,ou1standingl
recreational. culturall, and educaJional1
,opponunties.lnteresled paniessholJld
forwar,d a resume In confidence to: Dan
Barrus, Lucas Westem Inc., GSD'jP.'O'.
Box 6809'1 D. Park City, UT 84068. (8011)
6491.1900. Principals only ..EEO/AA

The GE advantage
We off r a competitive salary and an excellent benefits 'package which includes a
relocation program. For con lid ntial consid ration. send your resum with salary
history to: M. Lyons. Ref. 98 • GE Aircraft Engines, Bldg. 1·4509, 1000 W astern
Avenue. Lynn. MA 019lO.

•-

I

GE.AlrcraltEngines

.AnEqual Opportunity Employer

SR. MANUFACTURINGI ENGINEER - GEARS .AND SP,uNES,
An opportunity exists lor a Sr. Man u'acluring Engineer 10join 'thE!.Bedford Gear Division. TI'1esuc-

cesslul candidate Will ha.ve a minimum 10 years experience in a ma.nufacturingen¥ironrnenl wlt.h
emphasis on ,gear and spline,processingl as well as,advanced machmeshop pr,actlC8.Thorough
knowledge of heallrea! processes a.nd gear tooling is a pIus. A degree in engineer,ing or equivalenl
is required.

This, division is local,ed in a suburban selling southeast of Cleveland. Ohio.
Interested candidates should forward their resumes in confidence to:

Employee, Reratlons Manager
J'oy'Te-chnologles. Inc. .

Bed lord Gear Division, '6160 Cochran Road. SOlon, OH 44139

lehiel: EngineersrManufactulingl
Prueessmg EnDineers

$45.'000.$65.000,
Gear Process. ngiDesign/Quotes.

,Ann Hunsucker.IExcel Associates,
P.o.. Box 520. Cordova, TN 3B018

(901) 757·9600 or Fax: (901) 754-2896 tOEMFHV

Bring in new customers for your business by advertising' inl
,GEAR' TECHNOL,OGY, The Journal' of Gear Manufacturing.

'Call 113112J' 43:7'-6604
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.High Technology work in a specialized
gear engineering department of
Caterpillar Inc. located lin Peoria U.

Successful candidate willi wtlrk un thl! dL~si.lo:nand ;Jnal~'sis
II[ ~I!aring pankul;llrll.~ Ill'\t'li {;earin~. .

Th!IIE'eor mtln.~~{'aFl. l:'\lR'lnil'iOI.'l:'in ptl\H;,n.r'lclin dl'sign !is
l\I!quircd. Kno"ledge ,of dt.'\ign and nUIHufm.'turing
concepts of ,.;II!;Jsun !\U,:ai~h&l!wwl,g.l:',m,. \\ouldl!W
beneficial.

We uO'er l.'OII1.pt!tithl' slIllIr,iesand acompr{"u:miH~
benefits pian. _
To be .considered. quahfled cundlidate should furn';lrd
resume, U-;JOsl.:ri:pls .and !lal'a!) h:isl.H) 10:

Fr,a,nlk G Hawki,ns
CaterIP,il'lar_lnc.
1100'IN~E.Adams,

IP,eor,ia n..,61629'·11490

C.TE,R'PIL.LAR~
An equal Op,portu.nity emp:loyer.

MA!N:UFACTURIN'G
PROCESS IENIGINEERS

Willi be responsible for process-
liinglGears, Sha.fts" H'ousings &
Precision Components. Ap-
plicanlts with estimating &. tooling
design experience, pr,eferred ..The'
above positions have been
created by internal ,growth at our
new ,85,000 sq.«. -plant lin 1Mt.
Clemens,. IMI. Send Resume to;

A'C.R INDUSTRJES, I.NC.
15375 Twenty Three Mile' Rd.
Mt. Clemens, MI 48044-9680

equal opportunity employer

BUSIN,ESSSERVICES

SAVE TIME,. SPACE and MONEY
with your paperwork! t.orage:
Let us _It yout files 10 mlcrol1lm.

'VOIA Miadilming s.er.lees
J524 W. Mn<lnI Ave..

~.L'60618

509·1122'
Menllon. thillild and get 500 Documents filmed FREE
with 2,000 documents milled C!1'Ol!tregul!!!'low price.

~1i;oI""""~0!""

FORM DIAMETER ...
{continued from page 41)

TIcrc = R, X t/I = 1.5083 X .12129 = .18295 (9)

I/Z tooth thickness of finished tooth at R, is:

. , (TT8. + [NV <P1 - INV<p2 )•.
TI=Rt •.2R

(
.34 + .0149044 - .00017 ) _

= 1.5083 32 = .18248
. (10)

.At this condition the hob clearance point is leav:ingabout
..0005" of finishing stock for shaving. More shaving stock
wUl be available if {3 is increased, with a slight increase in
Rt, the maximum form diameter,

44 Gear Tec!hnolog,y
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HARLAN VAN GE.RPENhas 28 years of ,expen'ence at the 10l1n
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\rIEWPOINT
20° FUll DEPTH INVOLUTE SYSTEM {ASA·S 6i).1900}

...

•
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'G,EAR GiRINDING TE,CHNICIANS,
Reishauer IR'Z 300E

!!Iectronically CO.ntr,olled Gear Grinder
Analiyt:ica'IIGear' MeasU!rlngon IM&IM

Model 3000 QC Gear Ana.liyz:er

A FULL SERVICE COMPANY SUPPLYING iHE AEROSPACE AND
COMMERCIAL IINDUSTHIES WliH PRECISION PRODUCTS SINCE 1963,

TIFCO':, INC.
29905 Anthony Drive,W.ixom,MI481J96

Phone (313) 624~7902 Fax (313) 6241260
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N~ewAge
Te'sters,
Do, iii

I Easily!~------------------------------~,
Phone 21 5·657·6040. A.sk for Rick MUler. He'lll send you the Automatic
Micro Information Package and a Free Pocket Hardness Conversion Chart.

Call for details on 3 automatic
traversing systems. Each calculates
elfective case depth and readouts
direclty in Rockwell G, Vickers or
Knoop hardness. Pricing fits most
budgets. Gall or send for the Micro-
hardness Information Package.

INEWAGE
2300 Maryland iRoad
Willow Grove, PA 19090
215-657-6040 Fax: 2.15-657-6594
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,Dear Editors:

Regarding the tables for small pinions
and internal gears for internal gear drives.
published in the Mar-Apr issue on pp.
38-48. the values given are for the plane
of rotation or transverse plane. They ap-
ply to all helix angles. As these values are
for 1 diametral pitch. it is necessary to
divide the values by the diame~ral pitch
to obtain the numerical value. It is also
necessary to divide values by the cosine
of the helix angle.

Another way of expressing it would be
to say that for helical gears, when the
NORMAL , DP rack isspecified.the I DP
values are divided by the normal drame-
tral pitch. Pn. When the axial or trans-
verse rack is specified. then the values are
divided by the transverse diametral pitch,
P r • which ;s equal to the normal diame-
traJ pitch times the cosine of the helix
angJe. if. or P 1 = Pn*Cos(if). Thus.
where the pitch radius is given for a 5
tooth pinion in the table as 2.5 inches,
for a 15° helix angle. the value would
be 2.588.

J[might have helped to clarity this if the
basic rack form. enclosed. had been
included.

Eliot K. Buckingham
President
Buckingham Associates. Jnc.

IDear Editors:

The article by Lewicki (Vol. 6, No.2.
p. 6) looks very good. Your magazine
gets wide circulation. and it is very attrac-
tive. We hear directly from readers who
see our articles there. J appreciate the op-
portunity for our work to be presented
in your maqazine.

Dr. John J. Coy
Mechanical SystemsTechnology Branch
NASA Lewis Research Center
Cleveland. OH
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H'li:gh Iintensity"
Mu'lti..Frequency Scanners

REIDUCE,
HEAT T'RIEATING
'COSTS up to 400/0
A recent TOCCO development" Hligh Intensity
Induction Hardening (HIIH)'"., reduces heat
treating costs substantially, in a va1rietyof appli-
cations. HIIIH has been used successfu'lly with
applications on automotive and off-hig:hway
,engine'andl drlive train components, as weUlas
specialized gear applications. The HUH scan-
ning process, with present techno'logy, can
be adapted to parts up to 15" diameter and
lengths to 1120".
Parts ~hatprevious!I,ywere flame hardened in a
batch process, can now be induction hardened,
in-Hne,.with 'greater fl'exibility. more precision"
indiividuc:dquality monitoring, and at lower cost
Higlh Inten,sity Induction Hardeningl is ilndeed.
a process of "The Futur,e".

Cross, seelion of camsl1alt IO'bedemonstrates uruformjty of hardening,.
Multi-frequency, high intensity hardening of g.ears produces a high
hardness characterislic!or improved surface'conlacllaligue lile.
High, residual compressive stress in the roet area, is also achieved
for improved tooth strength.

For ,the latest state-of-the-arl.heat tr:eating technology.
oontact yaur TOCCO representative. or c8Jl: rocco.
Inc ..•30100 Stephenson Highway; Madison HIS., MI.
480n. Phone: 313-399·8601 or 1·800-468-4932
(.outside Mich(gan).

CIRClE A·JO ON READER IR1PLV CARD A unit of Park Ohio, Industries, me.



INTO-MESH lUBRICAT~ON ...
(continued from page 36)

TASL£2. - [QUATIOIIS fOR OIL JET VELOC.ITY AND GEAR IMPINGEMENT DEPTH FOR PITCH LINE AND lOWER OIL ·JET VELOCITIES-

Rl!hthl! ¥l!loc1ty 011 jl!t velocity Pinion ll1Pl~nt Clepth
Iscale

Pitch 11M!~ VJ • "l SI!( • (It pitch point) I ,III

I

511 gilt 1, I_r d .'-v:"'1P:9 d d

2 2 1/2
.p(ro - f5) . SI!( •

VloPt, l). , + (. + t 8 )IN P
p3 p P

Less thin pitch line
V • ·9ilr~ • r~)1/2 sec 'I! - [(Ro - d

S
)2 • (R COS '1!)2]l/l - R sin 'p'

velocity dOlrllto dg gtven
where 01 I Jet starts j '93 - 'g5

to .Iss the ge.r
Lg • [(Ro - dg)2 _ RZ (052 'pjl/2 - R sin 'p

I

VJ ,Iv ... Iterate Lg 1r.: I

2 2 III[(ro• rs) sec 'p - Lgl_g • (rg3 - '9S)VJ then

I
d
V

• Ro - [IA + 19 sin 'p)2 • (lg cos 'p)2Jl/2

I
Critic. I low [(~ 2 1/2 2 2 1/2

i"II o·Rs) -('o-rs) Jsec.~
dg(.ln, L) • Ro - IrR • Lg(lIItn)stn 'p]2 + [LgC.in)eos ••lI1l2velocity to IIIlss VJ(lIIln)g •

I the gear rg1 - r92

VJ(.'n)g • 0 wIIetI S • So Ind 'p • 'pp or when 1119- 1 dg(.ln, l) • 0 wilen S • So .nd 'p • 'pp Of when .y • 1

( 2 . 2\112
=wp ro - rgJ .sec /3p

6ip3 + (11 + 2 Bp)/Np
(26)

(See Fig. 2.)
Notice that this jet.velocity will.barely get the jet stream head

initiated at "fl:' on tooth (2) to a depth dg = a or ithegear tooth
(3) at PP. Also when Vj = V g = wjR sec /3p exactly, the gear
tooth is wetted en both sides of the tooth profiles down to the
pitch line (dg = a),

Su_mntaI'Y
An analysis was conducted fer into-mesh oil! jet lubrication

with an arbitrary offset and inclination angle from the pitch point
for the case where the oil jet velocity is equal to or less than the
pitch line velocity. The analysis includes the case for the oil jet
nozzle offset from 'the pitch point in the direction of the pinion
and where the oil jet is inclined to intersect the common pitch
point. Equations were developed for the minimum oil jet velocity
required to impinge on the pinion or gear and the optimum oil
jet velocity required to. obtain the best lubrication condition of
maximum impingement depth and gear tooth cooling. The
Iollowing results were obtained.

1. The optimum operating condition for best lubrication and
cooling is provided exactly when Vi = Vg = "'pI' sec /3p = "'g R
sec /3p' so.that both sides of the pinion and gear will be wetted
and, therefore, cooled.

2. When the jet velocity is slightly Jess than the gear vel'ocity
(Vj Opt L) ~ Vi < Vg) the loaded side of the driver is forward
and receives the best cooling.

3. As the jet velocity is much less than the gear pitch line
velocity, v.c [Vj(Opt, L)] <Vg, the impingmentdepth is con-
siderably reduced. This may resu1t in the pinion being com-
pletely missed with no primary pinion cooling provided.
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